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Editorial
have been congratulated not a few
times on the high standard set by
PONTIFACT. Also, on occasions, we
have had our share of criticism. The preparation
and editing of each edition entails considerable
time and hard work, most of which is done in
our spare time. We feel, however, that this is
not begrudged when we see a new issue born
Cecil Rhodes said,
and presented to you.
shortly before his death, “So much to do—so
little done”. We hardly feel that way because so
much is done to bring another PONTIFACT into
the world.
A good editor should aim at having about
50 per cent. of copy in hand for the next edition,
as each edition goes to press. We have never
been able to aim as high as that. Usually the
cupboard is bare after each edition goes to press
and we wonder where on earth enough material
is going to come from for the next issue. It is
then that the editors go on a “witch-hunt”.
When you find yourself being reminded again
and again for that article which, in a weak
moment, you promised to write, please remember
that we must get it at all costs or manufacture
one ourselves. Overseas news-letters are badly
needed from all members of the firm overseas,
so that we get news from you in every edition.

The Voice of a Child
Why is it grown—ups never see
The colours of a bumble bee
Or ever think it might be fun
To watch a hedgehog in the sun:
I wonder if they really know
The magic in a flake of snow
The places where the harebells grow.

A

Merry

Christmas mid A

Happy

Nemi’ Year to all our readers

Can
The
The
The

they see the summer night?
beauty of a bird in flight
day old chick so small and soft
pigeons cooing in the loft ?

Behind all thdt activity is the “back-room boy’
of PONTIFACT. He is Mr. F. C. Vening, of Messrs.
Wightman Mountain, our printers. When the
first edition of PONTIFACT was taken round to his
office, we thought it very inadequate stuff and
we presented it to him rather humbly. Mr.
Vening took the whole thing over, dealt with our
queries and ignorance, freely gave us his advice
and help, and we left his office feeling that
perhaps things were not as bad as we thought.
It was not until then that we realised how vast
are the complexities of publishing a magazine.
From the start we gave Mr. Vening a free hand
in the preparation and layout of the magazine.
We barely understood how wise we were to do
this until we saw the first PONTIFACT. To say
we were pleasantly surprised is putting it mildly.
Mr. Vening, himself, has told us that he has a
special interest in PONTIFACT, as he has been able
to prepare each edition for publication without
let or hindrance. The Editors wish to place on
record their appreciation of Mr. Vening’s work,
and also of the staff of Wightman Mountain
who produce such an excellent publication.
We would also like to thank those members
of the firm who have helped us in the prepara
tion of this year’s issues of PONTIFACT and, in
particular, Miss Lishmund.

by Patricia Hagan
Must they pull the curtains tight
Against the darkness of the night ?
Why do they shudder when they see
A spider’s web across a tree ?
Do they hear the voice of Spring
The calling birds, the blackbird’s wing
And grasses whispering?
Have they watched the rising dawn
Dispel the shadow on the lawn ?
They must have once, or can it be
They do not see the same as me.
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Partners’ Notes
We have the pleasure to announce that, on
January 1st, 1963, Mr. P. B. Edwards, Mr.
F. W. Spencer, Mr. D. E. Thorp and Mr.
R. P. Whiting will become Associates of the
London Partnership.

of the Institution of Structural Engineers, and
to A. T. Pollock on being elected Associate
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

*

We would also like to congratulate M. J.
Kennedy who passed his Higher National
Certificate in Civil Engineering this autumn.
His paper on structural engineering was the best
of his year and he was presented with the British
Constructional Steelwork Association’s prize of a
gold watch at his College’s prize-giving held at
County Hall.

The Partners of the Hong Kong Partnership
have the pleasure to announce that they are
taking Mr. S. G. Elliott into partnership on
January 1st, 1963.
*

*

Congratulations to R. P. Whiting on being
elected an Associate Member of the Institution
of Water Engineers and a Member of the
institution of Public Health Engineers; also to
W. A. Atkins on being elected Associate Member

The firni has undertaL’en the folloui4ng
last issue of Pontfact
6249

B.N.S. Melbourne.

6250

Howden/Selby Area.
Improvements.

6251

University of York.

6252

Ughel li-Lagos.

6253

Eastney.

6254

St. Andrew’s
Block.

Geraldine House

Chemistry

*

The Partners would like to send their best
wishes to all the staff, both at home and overseas,
for Christmas and the New Year.

the

6257

Chislehurst and Sidcup School.
Extensions.

6258

Charing Cross Hospital.

6259

Camborne.
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6261
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Dubai Airport.

6263

Royal Military Academy.

6256

Khartoum New Airport.

6264

Forton.

Sandhurst.

Circular Restaurant over M.6.

En

6231

This is a speculative office building of nine
storeys, to be built on the site of the Daily
Mirror’s old offices in London. The printing
presses were housed in a two-storey basement,
40 feet deep, which is to be retained beneath the
new building. The upper floor of the basement
will be converted into a garage and the lower
floor will be connected by a tunnel to the Public
Records Office nearby, and used for, storing
official papers.
The Architects are Gordon Jeeves & Partners,
with whom we have a long association, going
back to Berkeley Square House in the 1930’s.
G. M. J. W.

P. & O.—Couuuiuucrcial Union

Eu
Eu

6230
6222

These two jobs, which have also become known
in the office as “St. Helen’s Court” or “CU P0”,
form part of a single comprehensive development
on a prominent site in the City of London. In a
sense they continue our work on the Shell Centre
because the site has become available for rede
velopment as a result of Shell moving out of
St. HeIens Court into their new building.
The entire project will comprise two towers
rising from a public piazza at street level. One
tower, to be occupied by the Commercial Union
Assurance Company Limited, will be 380 feet
high and the other 200 feet high, will be occupied
by the P. & 0. Steamship Company. Beneath
the piazza there will be a basement housing
garages, restaurants and strong-rooms.
Our immediate efforts are being concentrated
on the Commercial Union Building. Its design
will be rather unorthodox because the site itself
is so valuable that speed of constrLlction out
weighs all other considerations. In broad outline,
the scheme is to construct a reinforced concrete
core in the centre of the tower as quickly as
possible, on a temporary foundation. The core

will contain the lifts, staircases, lavatories and
services, and the office areas, surrounding it on
all four sides, will be supported by steelwork
cantilevering from the core. Thus, there will be
no columns either in the office areas or in the
external walls.
The permanent foundation of the core will
consist of a hollow concrete cylinder, 90 feet in
diameter and about 80 feet deep, containing four
floors of strong-rooms. It will be constructed
concurrently with the construction of the core
walls above, thus saving at least three months in
the constrLlction time.
The Architects, Gollins, Melvin, Ward &
Partners, have produced an uncompromisingly
modern design, exploiting the possibilities offered
by the engineering conceptions. Their proposals
have already been favourably commented upon
by the Royal Fine Arts Commission and the
scheme should constitute one of the most
interesting new buildings in London.
G. M. J. W.

British Honduras

En 6246

Included in the list of commissions undertaken
by the Firm since Easter and published in the
last edition of PONTIFACT is Job No. 6246—
British Honduras—New Capital.
Belize, the present capital and principal port
of British Honduras, which is built at the mouth
of the Old River on flat, low-lying reclaimed land
only 1 foot above sea level, was struck by a very
severe hurricane in October last year. Winds of
between 130 and ISO m.p.h., together with a tidal
wave which flooded the town to a depth of about
10 feet, caused such widespread damage to
buildings and services that some months ago the
Government of British Honduras decided to
build a new capital on higher ground and at a
site which would be less vulnerable to damage by
hurricanes.
In August, the Crown Agents, on the authority
of the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
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PONTIFACT

6

appointed the Firm as consulting engineers to
report on a site proposed for the new administra
tive capital at Roaring Creek, in the Western
District of the Colony, about 51 miles by road
from Belize, and if found to be suitable proceed
with the planning of a town for an ultimate
population of 30,000 inhabitants.
Norman & Dawbarn are assisting us with the
Town Planning and Architectural work; Preece,
Cardew & Rider with the Electrical and Mechani
cal Engineering, and Widnell & Trollope with
Quantity Surveying.
At the end of last month, after having surveyed
and examined all the relevant engineering and
town planning factors, we reported that, subject
to the improvement to the road between Belize
and Roaring Creek, the area of land selected by
the Government of British Honduras is a very
suitable site on which to develop a new capital
town. We are now proceeding with the planning
and hope to submit comprehensive proposals for
the development of the new town before May of
next year, and that soon after we will be instructed
to proceed with the preparation of drawings and
documents to enable tenders to be called for.
T. L. B.

St. Andrew’s University Development
En 6023 En 6254
The development of St. Andrews University is
an important part of the Government’s scheme to
increase the number of University places. A new
site on the edge of the town has been acquired to
accommodate the science faculties and, within
the next few years, buildings will be erected on it
to house the faculties of Physics, Mathematics,
Chemistry, Geology and Biology, together with a
new University Library. Situated on slightly
rising ground behind the Royal and Ancient
Golf Club, the site commands a magnificent
panorama of the Cairngorms, 40 miles away
across the Firth of Tay.
St. Andrew’s town has a distinctive charm,
with its stone buildings offset by the bright red
gowns of the undergraduates. The Architects,
Sir William Holford & Partners, have broken up
the new buildings so that their size will not appear
disproportionate to the rest of the towns build
ings. They are using concrete extensively on the
exteriors, both in the form of split concrete block
walling and in precast panels with exposed
aggregate selected to blend with the local stone.
Tenders will be invited shortly for the Physics
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and Mathematics buildings. They are of steelframed construction with precast concrete floors.
The new high yield strength steel is being used for
many members and most of the steel beams are
designed to act compositely with the floor slabs.
The properties of all the composite beams have
been calculated with an electronic computer.
G. M. J. W.

Mooijields
7
Redevelopment Unit 1 —
En 6043
Now well started in course of construction,
R. U. 17 (the mysterious-sounding abbreviated
title used for this job) is an eleven-storey office
building being built as a speculative development
by Barranquilla Investments Ltd., a subsidiary
of City Centre Properties Ltd., of which Mr.
Jack Cotton is Chairman. It is part of the
comprehensive development of a site adjacent to
Moorgate Underground Station and will have as
neighbour the giant new 400 ft. high B.P. building,
due to start construction next spring.
R.U.17 is founded on under-reamed bored
piles and overhangs the future deep basement to
be built by B.P., making it necessary to construct
part of their foundations and basement retaining
wall at this stage. This retaining wall is con
structed using the ICOS process.
The superstructure is of in situ reinforced
concrete and has no cross beams, allowing
uninterrupted runs for air conditioning ducts and
other services along the length of the building in
the false ceiling space. The building is 270 ft.
long and has no expansion joint through the
structure. Special provision is made to allow the
stone cladding to “breathe”.
B. A. W.

Abti Dliabi

En

6210

After a six-month familiarisation period, the
firm is just about getting used to two strange
words—Abu Dhabi—the “a” in “Dhabi” being
pronounced as “u” in “hut”. The name con
jures up in one’s mind something rare, out
landish and well off the beaten track. Well, to
some extent this is true—at least, this was the
opinion of Ron Hedges when he returned to
London after carrying out a survey there.
Where is Abu Dhabi? It is a small sultanate
on the southern shore of the Arabian Gulf, ruled
by His Highness Sheikh Shakhbut Bin Sultan Bin
Zaid, The main centre of population is Abu

J’/,olograph by Rrm Hedges

View of Ruler’s Palace
Dhabi Island and there about four thousand
people maintain their existence mainly by fishing
and some trading, although pearl diving and,
some even say, pirating used to be their means of
livelihood.
After the discovery of oil, both at Das Island,
about 100 miles offshore from Abu Dhabi, and
at Murban, about 80 miles south-west of the
town, it became evident that when the wells
became revenue producing the town was likely
to experience a large increase in population due
to the greater commercial activity.
In some quarters it is thought that the potential
may even approach that of Kuwait. The Ruler
realised that if development were to take place,
it was necessary that it should be controlled
rather than that the town should be allowed to
grow in a haphazard manner, subject to exploita
tion and indiscriminate development. In January
this year he therefore appointed Scott & Wilson,
Kirkpatrick & Partners and Sir William HaIcrov
& Partners to prepare jointly outline planning
recommendations. He also directed that the
Report should be presented by the end of May.
After some weeks’ investigations in Abu Dhabi,

and a succession of meetings in London, during
which various ideas were compared and dis
cussed, the outline scheme gradually emerged.

Location of Abu Dhabi
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and some trading, although pearl diving and,
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PONTIFACT

By the end of May everything was ready and
representatives of the two firms duly presented

copies of the Report, together with three models
illustrating the scheme, to Sheikh Shakhbut.
The Report explained how the population
might increase to about 25,000 in the space of
about 5 years. It also stated that, whilst the rate
of increase was problematical, the plan had to be
flexible and allow for a possible ultimate increase
to 100,000.
The plans included for an industrial area, an
administrative centre, a commercial area, a
shopping centre and various neighbourhoods or
residential areas. Each of the latter were to
accommodate between 5,000 and 7,000 people
and allowed for centres containing a market, a
community hall, police station, clinic, a school,
small shops and other facilities, including recrea
tional grounds, so that each unit would be

No.

7

virtually self-contained in so far as the day-to-day
needs of the inhabitants were concerned. The
neighboLlrhoods were so disposed that they could
be developed in step with the increases in
population.
The administrative centre, which included sites
for the Secretariat and other principal Govern
ment offices and public buildings, such as a
Mosque, Law Courts and Library, were sited
adjacent to and centred upon the Palace, flanking
a broad boulevard leading to the sea.
The industrial area was located adjacent the
position selected for the future port and in the
same area the water distillation plant and power
station were sited. A site for the airport was
selected clear of the built-up areas, south-east of
the town. The individual planned areas were
connected by a comprehensive road system.
The necessity to provide amenities for the
Continued on page 26.
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I looked over Jordan

or A Partner’s life for me

by Mervyn Johnston and Henry Grace
(Perhaps these are hardly typical days but they are
certainly ones to charge up on a Time Basis

left Karak hospital at 0300 hours
(6/- bed only), being escorted off the
premises by the same Nun who, with
her weighty key, had unlocked the door and let
us in the night before at 2300 hours. There were
a dozen of us strewn about in three vehicles, all
with four-wheel drive (the vehicles).
Our programme for the day included, inter
a/ia, a trip of some 190 kilometres down the
Wadi Araba from Safi village, located at the
lower end of the Dead Sea, to Aqaba at the Red
Sea. We wondered subsequently if we had found
the origin of the expression “Better Red than
Dead”.
We might explain that it is the intention of the
Jordan Development Board to develop an allweather road between the two points to facilitate
the export of Potash, which will be produced in
considerable quantities in a few years’ time in
the area of the Dead Sea. We are examining the

and established his mark (black) when he thanked
the farmer’s wife and asked if he might keep the
piece of board as a change point.
Our meal was leisurely, too, and we set off in
due and on proper course. The area was culti
vated but we soon ran into predominantly barren
sand and gravel country. The route for the road
had been located on aerial photographs and,
although there was little or no track, we were
able to proceed, following fairly closely the
proposed line.
We made a short stay at a Police Post long
enough, however, to sample some more sweet,
milkless tea. This beverage, served in small
tumblers, we foLind to be wonderfully refreshing
and sustaining. Our stay at the next Post, which
we reached at 1100 hours, was a little longer and
a little sweeter but not unduly prolonged. In
fact, we were making quite good progress in spite
of driving over trackless desert. We were quite

proposed road line.

The Wadi Araba is located in the Great Rift
Valley and during the first awakening hours we
motored down a rough escarpment road into the
valley. We reached Safi village without incident
and were intrigued by the massive boulders in
the immense gravel fans flushed out of the wadis,
or water-courses, as they emerged from the hills.
We had our first repast about 0600 hours at the
house of a farmer. The food, which we had
taken with us, was fairly conventional, consisting
of locally-made bread, cheese, hard-boiled eggs
and sweet, milkless tea.
The bread was in the form of a round, fairly
flat cake which reminded us of the story of the
city engineer’s first visit to the country on a
survey expedition. He called at the house of a
local farmer, looking for a bench mark, no
doubt, and was invited in. He was given a cup
of tea and a piece of oatcake liberally buttered
and spread with jam. He enjoyed this immensely

This article, promised in the last issue of
is an account of the journey iiiade
by Messrs. Johnston and Gi-ace last June to vie TI’
tile road hue selected by the Jordanian Govern—
uilent for the Safi—Aqaba road.
Tile Editors, moved by the ia/c of hardship
endured by partners of tile firm, decided that all

PONTIFACT,

on—the—spot verification of conditions was required.
This resolution, fortunate/v coinciding with an
order for one of tile Editors to proceed forthwith
to Jordan, resulted in the lid/owing report:—
“You’ve 110 idea what it was like—just three—
course dinners and oil/I’ ONE CA N OF BEER

EACH PER NIGHT”.
We are glad to conchide, therefore, that
engineering organising ability has resulted in
conditions fit for Assistant Engineers being
achieved and hope short/i’ to announce details
of PoNTrrouRs of the Wadi Araba, resident
host Peter Erridge.
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enjoying the experience as well as feeling pleased
at having the opportunity to make an on-the-spot
appraisal of theproblems involved in designing and

constructing a road. The weather was delightful.
Then quite suddenly a cloud appeared. Our
vehicle became separated from the others and
although we stopped and waited for half-an-hour
they did not appear. We decided to proceed to
the next Police Post which was, in fact, little over
one-third of our way. We reached it at 1300

hours, a little behind schedule. The other
vehicles were not there, so our driver went back

7

We had long given up our appraisal of the

proposed road line and we were concentrating
on the lights of the next Post. (They were, in
fact, the lights of the Copper Mines on the
Israeli side.) We drove down a large Wadi

and ran into sand dunes.
vehicles

became

Unfortilnately, both

hopelessly

bogged

down.

Attempts were made to free them but to no avail.
Mr. Grace had, throughout the day, refrained
from drinking water and it came as rather a

shock to him to find that his lips were quite

He

salt-encrusted and the expedition was now water
less. A rather desperate attempt was made to
locate some water and, fortunately, what was

returned to the Post at 1500 hours and then had

thought to be petrol turned out to be water for

to return once again to the scene of the break
down with a couple of guards. This gave us an
opportunity to study the men of the Camel
Corps at close quarters.
Their appearance was hardly in keeping with
their wonderful hospitality. They were generally
of medium build, dark and swarthy, and most
sported a fierce moustache. They wore long red
coats and rifle ammunition. Each had a rather
fearsome dagger tucked into his belt and we felt
somewhat apprehensive on one occasion when,

the radiator. We gratefully drank it. It was
then 2300 hours and we were so exhausted that
we lay down on the sand and slept fitfully.

to look for them.

He found them many miles

back with one car completely out of action.

11
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In the meantime the leader of our expedition
bravely set off with his assistant and the guide,
who was in fact a rather grim fellow, into the
dark unknown to find one Police Post.
Somewhere around 0200, Mr. Johnston was
awakened by the cold and, glancing to his side,
was horrified to see what appeared to be a

as we sat around, one man took his dagger from

large and deadly snake.
He jumped up in
fright and awakened the others who, somewhat

its sheath and started testing it for sharpness.

amused, proved the snake to be a piece of

We were relieved to find he only wanted to cut a
dash. We were able to study at close quarters
the camels which shared the compound. They
were all fine looking beasts which made their
presence smelt.
We finally got away at 1700 hours after drink
ing several cups of sweet tea and sipping Turkish
coffee. We also had a little siesta. It dawned on
us, of course, as it must be striking the reader,
that we were now more than a little behind
schedule. However, we were provided with a
guide, a very jolly fellow. We managed to
traverse quite successfully all the various terrain,
including sand dunes, until 1900 hours, when we
bogged down in loose sand.
Abortive efforts were made to free the car and,
finally, the vehicle was jacked up wheel by wheel
to enable brushwood to be packed underneath.
We got mobile again without difficulty only to
find the second car stuck a little farther on, when
it came to look for us. We got it out and set off
together again, It was then 2lCO hours and very,
very dark. We were assured that the next Police
Post was just around the corner. A little earlier
in the day we would have realised that deserts
don’t have corners. We noted that our guide
was in fact a rather serious fellow.

twisted stick. (Well, the camp fire stories did
include one about desert snakes.) It was cold
in spite of the momentary excitement and we
decided to join the others in the car. It had been
jacked up on one side and there we slept for
another couple of hours at full superelevation.
We awoke at 0400 hours and found that we
were surrounded by sand. We eased out to
normal camber and restored the circulation by a
stroll over the dunes. We thought that a start
could be usefully made on getting the cars mobile
and, while we were so engaged, a couple of
camels appeared over the horizon, headed in
our general direction by their riders. No shots
rang out and we eventually realised that rescue

was on the way, not only rescue but plenty of
water and good news of our small party who had
set off on foot the night before.

They had reached the Police Post at 0230
hours in a state of exhaustion and had had no
easy task in persuading the occupants who they
were. The party had to advance in pitch dark
ness into the Post, covered by rifles and liable to

be shot up at the slightest pretext. However, it
was a relief to know they were safe.
We all felt much happier and the morning sun
Continued on page 18.

Jo the engineer in Victoria Street Bacchus

used to symbolise beer, and the height of

discernment for these gourmet’s palates
was to distinguish the difference between the Red
Barrel at the Albert and the Grafton.

Now all has changed.

A thimble of rose-bud

wine is passed round the office.

says one authoritatively.

“Peace, 1958”,

“No, Belle Blonde,

1961”, counterclaims another. For the tradi
tional beer-drinking engineers are being sLiper
seded by a breed of wine-makers.

Whether this change in habits indicates the
insidious encroachment of Europe (the same
people, curiously enough, seem to work in the
metric system) or a search for folksieism as an
escape from the materialism of reinforcing bars
is not clear. However, the reasons behind this
are for sociologists and the concern of this article
is merely to explore its possible repercussions on
the firm and recount as a warning the impressions
of an innocent bystander caught tip in this new
world of elderberries and mead.
For some of us the celebration of Christmas
this year will be markedly different from previous
years, for not only has a directive restricted
drinking hours but also we will be drinking our
own brew and, already in preparation, an illicit
still is bubbling away in some dark corner.
It all began in late October, when a foraging
expedition was mounted to Tottenham Court
Road. The exact happenings during the expedi
tion were not revealed to this outsider but a
picture was conjured up of a raid on a vineyard
on the roof of the Dominion Cinema, followed
by a treading ceremony performed by rush-hour
travellers later in the day. Even if the true tale
is not so exciting and the purpose was merely to
buy a tin of “instant vino”, there is no doubt
that a carboy of red liquid, called grape juice,
appeared on my window-ledge the next morning.
One could not complain about this, especially as
it gave a rose tint to the secretaries across the
street. But soon trouble began: after standing
innocuous for two days, the liquid began to

bubble and my working space became a spec
tators’ gallery, as if each bubble sidling up through
the airlock had to be watched as a portent of a
drop of alcohol. The initial bubbling was dis
tracting enough but the fermentation process
must be an exothermic reaction, for the bubbling
grew more vicious and the recently cleaned
window was soon sprayed pink and, overnight, a
drawing nearby turned red. After protests, the
wine was banished like a naughty schoolboy
from the drawing office to a dark corner in the
tea-room and, as a further indignity, the bottle
was divested of its brown paper cover. Out of
the limelight, quietened by the scent of Mrs.
Jenkins’ tea, the bubbling became more re
strained and interest dwindled to a routine
inspection and shaking twice a day.
As the fermentation slows and plans are being
laid for the next stages, there is time for reflection
on the possible administrative complications that
would ensue if such “do-it-yourself” activities
became standard practice for office celebrations.
For instance, is the rateable value of the property
such that the firm would have to apply for a
brewing licence? Would the terms of employ
ment have to be changed, for a good wine takes
more than a month to make, or would the
Partners welcome the warning intelligence that a
rash of bubbling bottles would render? And
then, what next? Office-made cheeses to go with
the wine and, perish the thought, bachelors
providing cakes baked by themselves for tea on

birthdays. If our wine is to be the forerunner of
such enterprises, perhaps it would be best if the
trend be stifled before it gathers momentum and,
towards this end, that the stop press should report
that a disaster has occurred in either the clearing
or racking process.
We are optimistic, however, for many con
ference hours more normally devoted to such
section undertakings as developing fool-proof
football pooi permutations, are
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guide, a very jolly fellow. We managed to
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to enable brushwood to be packed underneath.
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find the second car stuck a little farther on, when
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twisted stick. (Well, the camp fire stories did
include one about desert snakes.) It was cold
in spite of the momentary excitement and we
decided to join the others in the car. It had been
jacked up on one side and there we slept for
another couple of hours at full superelevation.
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were surrounded by sand. We eased out to
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stroll over the dunes. We thought that a start
could be usefully made on getting the cars mobile
and, while we were so engaged, a couple of
camels appeared over the horizon, headed in
our general direction by their riders. No shots
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was on the way, not only rescue but plenty of
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set off on foot the night before.

They had reached the Police Post at 0230
hours in a state of exhaustion and had had no
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ness into the Post, covered by rifles and liable to
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tators’ gallery, as if each bubble sidling up through
the airlock had to be watched as a portent of a
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tracting enough but the fermentation process
must be an exothermic reaction, for the bubbling
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window was soon sprayed pink and, overnight, a
drawing nearby turned red. After protests, the
wine was banished like a naughty schoolboy
from the drawing office to a dark corner in the
tea-room and, as a further indignity, the bottle
was divested of its brown paper cover. Out of
the limelight, quietened by the scent of Mrs.
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strained and interest dwindled to a routine
inspection and shaking twice a day.
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towards this end, that the stop press should report
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or racking process.
We are optimistic, however, for many con
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Christmas in Germany
by Roy Wood

By courtesy of the German Tourist Information Bureau.

Christmas in Mittenwald in the Bavarian Alps

o all of us, whether young or old, Christ
mas has a special place in our thoughts
and in our national life.
Since the Prince of Peace sounded the silver
note of forgiveness and goodwill to all men, the
feast of Christmas has taken a hold in nearly
every part of the world. Our calendar starts
again from the birth of Christ. This idea was
inaugurated in England by the Venerable Bede.
It was Boniface, a son of Crediton, in Devon
shire, who first sent missionaries to Germany
and converted that country to the Christian faith.
He afterwards became the first Bishop of Maintz.
When Queen Victoria married Prince Albert of
Saxe-Coburg, he introduced into England the
Christmas tree, without which no Christmas
decorations are complete today.
In Germany, the most important part of
Christmas is not Christmas Day but Christmas
Eve. From about 4 p.m. all public transport
ceases and the Germans begin to keep the feast.
The German people revere old age and love
children, so Christmas is a special time for young
and old, as in England. Whereas, in England,
we have Father Christmas—in Germany St.
Nicholas is the equivalent. He does not, how
ever, have such an important place as in England.
It is interesting to note that the name “Santa
Claus” stems from the Dutch colonists of
America, who call him “SINT NICHOLAAS”.
St. Nicholas is a patron saint of Russia and his
day is December 6th. The children do not hang
up a stocking but leave a pair of shoes outside
the door or on the window-sill and, if they have
been good, find them filled with sweets in the
morning. The Christmas-tree dominates the
room. There is always a star at the top of the
tree. Beside it there is a table which the Germans
call “WEIHNACHTSTISCHE”, and all presents
are placed on this table. There is often a manger
with carved figures of the Babe and Mary and
Joseph, together with the three Kings from the
East or, as we call them, the Magi. Mistletoe is
not used at all—I wonder what excuse they have

for kissing if there is no mistletoe?—nor do they
have mince pies or plum pudding. These are
British additions.
In Munich, the German people place small
Christmas trees on the graves in the cemeteries,
which make a very colourful sight. At midnight
on Christmas Eve, all the church bells ring and
this is called “the ringing-in of the infant Jesus”.
The children are given cakes with dried pears in
them. Sometimes figs, almonds and nuts are
added. The grown-ups take this opportunity to
drink the old-fashioned mead. For some reason
which I have never been able to discover, they
also eat a dish of carp. Before the presents are
given out the children are given white sausages
to eat. If you have not yet tasted German
sausage you have missed something!
In my army unit we built a superstructure
which looked like a sledge and mounted it on a
Land Rover. Father Christmas was then driven
round to each Married Quarter to deliver a
present from the unit to every child in Quarters.
Father Christmas, who was properly dressed,
complete with beard and gumboots, was a matter
for careful selection. At every house he called
he was urged to enter and take a “Christmas
drink”. Thus, he had to be a hard-bitten drinker
because long before he had completed his rounds
he was more than full of good cheer! I can
remember some “Father Christmas’s” who were
unable to complete the circuit. They were
whipped off to bed whilst a reserve took their
place.
Christmas carols were first known to have

been sung in Germany circa 1559. The oldestknown German carol is “Es 1st Em Ros Ent
sprungen’ (“A rose there sprung”). The most
famous carol is, of course, “Stille Nacht, Heilige

Nacht” (“Silent night, hol’ n ght”), which was
composed by Joseph Mohr on Christmas Eve,

1818, and so beautifully set to music by Franz
Gruber.
Today Christmas seems so commercialised
Continued on page 22.
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their guests and there can be few parts left now
so remote that they have not heard that European
ways are different to their own. You are
expected to squat on the floor, gathered in a circle
round the large brass dish which bears a roast
sheep heaped up with rice. The Arabs have a
special way of cooking rice which makes it very
palatable. it is first boiled, then washed in cold
water so that all the grains are separated, and
finally baked—the result being a dry rice which is
eaten by squeezing into a ball and deftly pro
jecting into the mouth.

he activities of Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick
& Partners in the Persian Gulf, or Arabian
Gulf as it is now called, have much in
creased over the last few years and so the recollec
tions of someone who spent six years in and
around the Gulf some time ago may be of interest.
Flying was much more leisurely in 1947 than
it is nowadays. We took three days to reach
Bahrain from Poole in a slow, spacious, comfort
able flying boat, stopping to sleep in a bed in a
first-class hotel at nights like civilised people
instead of being hurtled along in one mad non
stop marathon as happens now.
We, that is four junior engineers (including
myself) in the charge of a senior engineer, were
sent out to Qatar as the forerunners of a large
contingent that would be required to carry out
civil engineering work needed to start oil flowing
out of the country as soon as possible. Oil had
been proved in the Dukhan field on the Qatar
peninsular in 1939 but the wells were destroyed
by the British during the war in case they should
fall into enemy hands. Petroleum Development
(Qatar) Ltd. had to start again after the war and
the Contracting Company for whom I worked
had been engaged as consultant contractors
Doha—1947

All food is eaten using the fingers and, as a
guest, you are expected to know that it is not
done to use the left hand or to expose the soles

.

•

of your feet towards the host. There will be
dishes of dates, mish-mish (like apricots) and
mangoes possibly and, finally, coffee, which
never tastes a bit like coffee to me. It is com
pounded with so many spices, including cinna
mon, that the coffee flavour is completely

swamped, but it is a most refreshing drink.
In return, we invited the Ruler and the Prime
Minister on board the Janula which was the
name of our craft. We sent off our outboard
m.v. Jamila—Boring in progress

(pain in Victoria Street!) with a most imposing,
if somewhat loosely defined, brief.
Our immediate job was to carry out a survey
at Umm Said for an oil-loading terminal and we
were to live aboard a converted infantry landing
craft. Now an LCL was designed for the specific
wartime task which its name implies, with a flat
bottom and straight sides. She had been exten
sively refitted and turned into a proper sharpended ship but, even so, she behaved like a bath
tub in any sort of sea. Confidence wasn’t increased
when the Skipper of our craft, an ex-Commander
R.N.R., would hold on tight as she rolled a good
30 deg. in each direction, saying: “she’s going
she’s going over!”
over
Early in our activities we took our craft into
Doha harbour, scraping the bottom on a reef
as we went in, and dropped anchor in what
seemed a safe spot.
The then Prime Minister invited us to his house.
Many tales are told about Arab meals; how it is
considered bad manners to stop eating until all
the food has been finished, and how one is likely
to find oneself presented with the sheep’s eyeball,
as an honoured guest. in purely Arab circles
such things exist but the Arabs are most cour
teoLls

and hospitable. They would not embarrass

dory to bring our guests from the wharf and our
chief engineer, a bearded and cheerful West
Countryman, himself took charge of the out

board, which had a habit of doing unexpected
things and on more than one occasion had had
to be salvaged from the bottom of the sea after
leaping away from the boat.

This worked well except on the return journey
ashore, when the Sheikh established himself
firmly at the highest point in the stern, almost on
top of the outboard, before “Chieffy” had a
chance to get there first. There was quite a bit of
confusion as

he tried to start the outboard in the

Umm Said—Off-loading cement

Umm Said—Placing fill for temporary jetty

extremely cramped conditions, the cord getting
tangled up with the flowing garments, and we all
looked anxiously on, hoping that His Highness
wouldn’t be considered under attack by his
fierce-looking bodyguards. The motor eventually
started and put-putted merrily away with the

crammed boat.
We didn’t attempt to give them a full-blown
meal when they were on board. For one thing
there were so many of them, and we just gave
them “sherbets and snacks’.
The bodyguards hung around with swords and
daggers and carrying rifles, swaggered roLind
and nosed into everything. We showed the

Sheikh and his entourage around as best we
could.
Most of the time we were engaged in our
surveying activities but once a month we had to
return to Bahrain to take on water, fuel and
stores and it was on these monthly trips that we
made our interesting visits. After six months,
when I had become the sole surviving member of
the survey party, the time had arrived to start
construction at Umm Said.
With a small party of British foremen, Indian
steel erectors and Arab coolies, we put up four
nissen huts, some tents and “borastics” on the
rising land just above the sabkha (salt marsh),
about 3 miles back from the sea.
From these small beginnings grew a large
encampment and we also constructed a small
jetty, using pearl divers to place concrete-filled
sandbags below water.

/

I

Another place, familiar now to quite a number
of Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partner’s staff,
where I spent a year was the Trucial Coast. It
was rather curious how 1 came to find myself
there.
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Another place, familiar now to quite a number
of Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partner’s staff,
where I spent a year was the Trucial Coast. It
was rather curious how 1 came to find myself
there.
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Dubai, 1950—Ferry stage
(Note three wind towers on right for cooling)

The fIrm had undertaken a number of commit
ments as far down as Muscat and, in 1949, there
was no regular air service. You had to go by
the British India Company’s steamships which
only called once a month at Dubai. Otherwise
you went by dhow, which was tedious to say the
least. To solve the transport problem, the firm
acquired a converted 60 ft. ex-torpedo recovery
craft. This craft was really most unsuitable, with
her frail hull, for the Persian Gulf, which is a very
dangerous sea. It has shallows with numerous
coral reefs rising almost sheer from the bottom
in some places, and the Trucial Maid was
holed on several occasions. She finally ran
aground on the shore of an uninhabited island
during a storm and was left abandoned, the
American Air Sea Rescue Service taking off the
engineer who was in command and two foremen
with him. This engineer left the firm shortly
afterwards and I was deputed to go to the Trucial
Coast.
My job in Dubai was to build a small hospital,
the money for which had been contributed by
the Sheikhs of the Trucial Sheikhdoms.
The hospital is sited on the Derra side of
Dubai Creek, which winds several miles inland
in a long swan-neck from the sea, and I lived in a
bungalow which we built next to the hospital
site.
Dubai is surrounded by a ring of watch-towers,
mounted by armed guards, including one by each
of the tracks leading in. All entering parties of
Bedu were required to leave their rifles at the
watch-towers and collect them on their way out,
in case they should feel tempted to shoot up the
town. This part of Arabia has, until very recently,
been isolated from Western civilisation. They
lived as they had done for centuries. The Bedu

No.
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grazed their fat-tailed sheep, goats and camels and
raided the herd of neighbouring tribes from time
to time in an endless vendetta. Over all ruled
the Sheikh with autocratic powers.
There were only four other Europeans living in
Dubai then, representing the shipping agents, a
bank and the oil company, although, not far
away was the R.A.F. staging post of Sharjah.
Social activities were limited but, nevertheless,
living in such a place is an interesting experience
and although the Political Agent would not
permit one to travel far, it was possible to see
some of the other places nearby.
The oasis of Buraimi lies not far away and,
although I did not visit it myself, some members
of the Desert Locust Survey told me that there
was then an open slave market. There has been
a lot of dispute over Buraimi. Saudi Arabia
claims it is in their territory, whilst we defend the
Sheikh of Abu Dhabi’s claim that it is in his.
The experts must think that there is oil there
because the American oil company ARAMCO
at one stage started drilling in the vicinity until
the R.A.F. started to patrol the area, followed by
the arrival of troops to protect the rights of the
Sheikh.
Many of the firm’s staff are familiar with Gulf
Aviation, now a subsidiary of B.O.A.C. It was
started by Freddie Bosworth, whom I knew, and
it was really as a result of our chartering him to
fly us from Baghdad to Muscat that he founded
the airline. Nevil Shute based his novel “Round
the Bend” on the life of Freddie Bosworth.
Just after the war, in which he served with the
R.A.F. ground staff, he went to Baghdad to start
a flying training school. This was not a great
success and he gladly accepted the job of flying
one of our engineers to Muscat. Unfortunately,
Continued on page 36.
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was perhaps fitting that my first visit
to the House of Commons should be
made on the day after Remembrance Sunday
and that my path there should take me through
the Field of Remembrance outside Westminster
Abbey. It was late in the evening and the
multitude of crosses with their Flanders Poppies
seen in the lighting from Parliament Square
could only help to increase the seeming useless
ness of wars. How difficult it had been the day
before to try to explain to my six-year-old
daughter why there was a Remembrance Sunday.
The names stood out on the crosses, each with
its story—Dieppe——The Lovat Scouts—Mons-—
Tobruk— Wingate’s Expedition—Father—Son—.
We s/ia/i remember them at dawn and at the going

dowii of 1/ic sun. At last I had passed the wellordered ranks of poppies in the regiments and
was passing the less well-known units and, finally,
the small, disordered groups of the Merchant
Navy and the Volunteer Reserves. It was with a
feeling of relief that I walked the last few yards
through St. Margaret’s churchyard and, seeing
the light still on over Big Ben, decided to visit the
centre of Westminster.
The entrance through St. Stephen’s Hall was
impressive, with a view of the darkly-lit West
minster Hall to the left—perhaps a better way of
seeing it than with its black hammer beams
starkly revealed by bright lights—the original
builder would perhaps have expected candle
lights at the most. The police were present in
considerable strength and I was soon ushered up
to a desk and given a form to sign, binding me
not to commit a disturbance in the public gallery.
I wondered how the C.N.D. demonstrators
managed to get past this search and how the
people who throw pamphlets into the pit of the
house manage to smuggle them in. My form was
stamped and [was directed towards the Strangers
Gallery. Why strange and not public?
At last T had reached the Gallery but, no! not
yet—the policeman and attendant on duty had
noticed my brief case, which was removed to the

cloakroom—with my travelling kit in it, it was
bulky enough to contain pamphlets or, for that
matter, a bomb. The signed and stamped form,
which also recorded that 1 was not allowed to
read or write or talk in the gallery, was impaled
on a spike and, picking up a “Guide for Visitors”,
I was in at last (why was I allowed to read the
guide, or should I have read it outside?).
The feeling of majesty and awe which 1 had
begun to feel suddenly left me. My first view of
Parliament was somewhat disconcerting—half-adozen lounging on the left and half-a-dozen
lolling on the right, discussing an Adjournment
Motion raised by the Honourable Member for
Bolton, on the reduction of train services between
Leicester and Bolton, or was it Bolton and
Leicester? From what little attention I gave to
the debate 1 gathered that out of twenty trains a

Half-a-dozen lounging on the left and
hall-a-dozen lolling on the right
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to the House of Commons should be
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cloakroom—with my travelling kit in it, it was
bulky enough to contain pamphlets or, for that
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The feeling of majesty and awe which 1 had
begun to feel suddenly left me. My first view of
Parliament was somewhat disconcerting—half-adozen lounging on the left and half-a-dozen
lolling on the right, discussing an Adjournment
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day, eight no longer ran and two had been
re-scheduled. The detail with which the Parlia
mentary Secretary explained the alterations to the
service astonished me. Were the half-dozen on
his side and the half-dozen on the other really
interested in the timing of the bus schedules
which seemed to fill the gaps quite well? Appar
ently they were, since they continued to interrupt
with asides and quips. The scene reminded me
of a mock school debate, except that there one
was kept very much to the point—interruptions
were not allowed, but apparently we had got it
wrong! Did the Honourable Member know that
one-sixth of existing tracks were to be closed—
interruption—”Who said so”—aside (in a low
voice picked up by the loudspeaker system and
relayed to every seat in the House)—”Father
Christmas”—surely that won’t be recorded in
Hansard. It began to dawn on me that national
and international affairs must be conducted on
this scale—small working groups of specialists.
These dozen men were experts in rail transport
and merely continuing a debate which they had
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been pursuing for years. Perhaps that was why
the Scottish Member, the Honourable Member
for Ayr, was so delighted when a Government
Member conceded the point that if there was no
alternative road it was unlikely that a line might
be closed—unless it would be more economic to
provide a road. Big Ben struck 10.30 p.m. and,
without warning and in midstream, the proceed
ings were adjourned—how frustrating not to have
been able to finish a sentence, let alone a speech.
I left, thinking of the effort which had gone
into building our railways, of George and
Robert Stephenson and of Brunel, and of their
Parliamentary battles at the beginning of railway
history. Perhaps the battle to kill the railways
is going to be an even greater one than that to
create it. This was why there were poppies in
the Remembrance Gardens—this system was
what they had fought and died for—people were
not to be trampled on—the 6.22 a.m. from Bolton
to Leicester was not to be lost without a fight.
In all seriousness, the meaning of war and of death
for one’s country had become a little clearer.

I LOOKED OVER JORDAN—continued from page 10.

was bringing some heat to bear. We soon had
the cars mobile and the party set off once more to
brave the desert. It was so much easier with a
little light around. We were even able to pick
up the threads of our lost road line and no high
way had ever appreciated in value so rapidly.
We eventually made the Police Post at 0630
hours and not without a further breakdown
which immobilised one vehicle. We had our
customary sips of Turkish coffee and tumblers of
sweet tea which were very welcome. The pace
was leisurely until, at 0830 hours, we had a
reunion with the members of our expedition who
had left us the night before. They filled in the
details of their ordeal and we felt much admira
tion of their efforts. We were pleased to see that
the guide was in fact quite a jolly fellow.
Much discussion took place and, finally, a.t
0100 hours, the sound vehicle took off for Aqaba,
leaving us behind. As Aqaba was some 50
kilometres away and the route was slow, we
settled down to make up for lost sleep. We
alternately slept, ate, drank tea, discussed the
road and our immediate future. At 1400 hours
the car returned and we then proceeded to
experience the roughest 30 miles we have ever

traversed. The track crossed innumerable mas
sive gravel fans with small drainage channels

occurring every few yards. The back seat of a
jeep was just the place to assess and even experi
ence drainage problems. It was murder. How
ever, we were able to follow the proposed road
line and to modify even further our views as to
the problems involved and their solutions and
costs.
We finally reached Aqaba at 1600 hours and
it was delightful to see the deep blue sea. We
were unable to take advantage of the facilities
for swimming but Mr. Grace did justice to the
available shower; Mr. Johnston enjoyed the
luxury of a shave, and after a meal laid on by
our hosts we felt that our journey had been
worthwhile after all.
We might add that our satisfaction was short
lived, as the decision was taken to return to
Amman, a distance of some 200 miles, without
further delay. We left at 1830 hours and the
ever-present prospect of our driver falling asleep
made the journey something of a nightmare.

We reached Amman at 0200 hours the following
morning and—well, let’s hope we get the job.*
*

We did.
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The Dragon Boat Festival
by S. G. Elliott
On the fifth day of the fifth moon during
£1

the 3rd century B.C., an upright Chinese

statesman committed suicide by hurling
himself into a river. On a showery June day in
1960, a group of almost thirty Europeans (most
of them sound in wind and limb) fished them
selves Out of the shallow water of the bay at
Tai Po Market and proceeded to salvage their
capsized boat. Apart from their watery nature,
these two incidents may appear to have very little
in common but we shall see that they are, in fact,
closely related.
The statesman’s name was Chu Yuen and his
action was his ultimate protest against the
excesses of the Emperor. Yuen’s memory is still
revered throughout China and our Europeans
were participating (albeit rather unsuccessfully)
in boat races held in his honour on each anniver
sary of his demise. Another commemorative
custom, in which Europeans are less eager to

participate, is the eating of specially-prepared
rice dumplings.
The races are called Dragon Boat Races, the

prow of each boat being intricately carved in the
form of a ferocious dragon’s head. The main
races in Hong Kong are held at Kennedy Town,
on the Island, but less elaborate contests are held
at several other centres. The prizes used to be

very valuable but the competition was so keen
that in recent years the winners and runners-up
receive only the glory and, at Kennedy Town,
colourful pennants presented by His Excellency
the Governor. Even so, a few years ago, one
team refused to accept the judge’s ruling that they
had been eliminated in one of the heats. They
complained that one of the opposing boats had
obstructed their lane and an ugly situation
threatened until they were eventually persuaded
to acquiesce. The boats raced vary from place
to place, in some villages being no more than the
fishing sampans in daily use; whilst at Kennedy
Town they are more than 50 feet in length and
carry a crew of 50 oarsmen (or more correctly,
paddlers), a drummer, a “gonger”, and a
helmsman.
The Dragon Boat Races at Tai Po have been
held for many years along a 1,000-yard course
parallel to the causeway carrying the main road
from Kowloon to Tai Po Market and points
north. (Many readers may have seen press
photographs of junks stranded on this causeway
by Typhoon “Wanda” in September of this year.)
Until 1959, ordinary fishing boats were used in
the races but a collection organised by the
District Officer made possible the construction of
five miniatures of the Kennedy Town craft with
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the stroke and the drums beat a rousing
crescendo. In a flurry of spray from a hundred
and twenty flashing paddles, the four teams, with
only inches between them, crossed the finishing
line to the excited cheers of the crowd.
Then it was our turn. Taking over our boat
from the winning crew, we were alarmed to see
that we had drawn the boat which, by mistake,
had been built some four inches narrower than
the other. This was probably an advantage to a
Chinese crew but, to us, who weighed at least
30 lbs. each more than they, it meant a freeboard
reduced to a bare inch.
Paddling back to the starting point past the
“grandstand”, we made a brave sight with our
black pennant and our mascot of an empty San
Miguel beer bottle flying from the head of a
hastily-rigged foremast. As we drew abreast of
the Colonial Secretary’s seat we presented our
paddles in a smart salute and were awarded with
an ovation from the crowd. Apart from being
somewhat puffed after our long row and finding a
little difficulty in coming alongside the starting
post, we reached the start in fine style. When the
starting flag dropped our “gonger” began with a
brisk stroke and we gathered speed, unfortu
nately not altogether in a straight line. As our
trend to port became more pronounced our
helmsman threw the steering oar hard over—in
the wrong direction! Unaware that anything
was amiss, the “gonger” stepped up the beat and,
in order to avoid complete chaos, the paddlers
had to follow suit. As our turn became sharper
our bow wave became a “beam” wave, swamping
any freeboard we had, and we settled rapidly to
the shallow bottom, paddling strongly to the last.
As we abandoned ship, we caught sight of our
opponents disappearing into the mist of a sudden
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seating for twenty-four paddlers, the helmsman
and the indispensable drummer and “gonger’.
Originally the crews were drawn from the various
fishing villages in Tolo Harbour but a tradition
has grown up that a crew of New Territories’
Europeans, known as the Fan Kwai Lo (Foreign
Devils), also competed.
In the early summer of 1960, the site investiga
tion for the Plover Cove Scheme was in full swing
and a team of seven engineers from the Joint
Office were spending most of their time in the
Tolo Harbour area and all but one of them
(including an Olympic oarsman) were prevailed
upon to join the Fan Kwai Lo. The other
members of the team were National Servicemen,
Our
policemen and Government officials.
drummer was a middle-aged but none the less
enthusiastic Italian missionary. After two prac
tice outings we were satisfied that we had mastered
the art of pulling together and holding a straight
course and were convinced that we would prove
that, contrary to precedent, the Fan Kwai Lo
would finish the course without sinking. In
accordance with custom, the dragons’ heads were
painted in brilliant colours and, on a propitious
day selected by a Fung Shui consultant, the eyes
were painted in with due ceremony by the District
Officer. We were certain that nothing had been
left undone to ensure that we gave our opponents
a run for their money.
On the appointed day the causeway was
crowded with spectators and, after a draw to
allocate the boats to the respective teams, the
first heat was under way. With the “gongers”
beating the stroke and the drums rolling, the four
teams started down the course at an impressive
pace, causing us to have second thoughts about
our chances. Worse was yet to come, for as they
neared the finish the “gongers” steadily stepped

Pamplona
by Louis ‘de J’Vaal
with illustrations by .1—lazel Alderson
o the traveller or stranger who finds him
self in Pamplona during the second week of
July, Spanish life must certainly seem
decidedly rare. This is a week of festivity—the
festival of St. Fermin—during which time bull
fighting is the over-riding feature.
Hemingway wrote about, and made references
to, this festival in a number of his novels. His
popularity and fame lingers on among the locals
—one fellow with the immense likeness of
Hemingway nowadays frequents the writer’s old
haunts and even signs autographs as Ernest
Hemingway!
The “Running of the Bulls’ is but one aspect
of this festival. Having experienced this un
nerving event, one can hardly describe the

Continued on page 22.

varying emotions of the “runners”. Briefly, the
sequence of events is as follows:
6.30 a.m.: the runners congregate in a small
boarded square.
6.45 a.m.: the entrance gates are closed. Fifty
yards away are six ferocious bulls and six equally
grim-looking steers.
7.00 am.: a rocket shatters the hum above the
square; the police cordon gives way at the exit
and the runners set off down the barricaded
street to the arena—a distance of half-a-mile.
7.00 a.m. + 10 seconds. Another thunderous
rocket explodes and the bulls are set free, through
the square and along the same route.
The aim is to reach the arena before the bulls
close the gap and either trample, sever a lung or
miraculously charge past one. Most runners are
scared to death and cover this distance at a
breakneck pace. This is known as a “safe” run.
Those who attempt the “brave” run risk their
lives. The idea being to hang back and run
amongst these animals. Enough said.
The excitement of the packed arena at this
early hour reaches fever pitch as the runners
pour through the entrance and peel off at right
angles. The runners immediately ahead of the
bulls make an airborne entrance—much to the
pleasure of the yelling crowd. The bulls find that
their momentum carries them from the entrance
across the arena to the exit before they can either
stop or alter course. Sometimes—as in our case
—a few do stop and near chaos results. Runners
leap into the crowds, clearing seven foot heights
with ease.
The runners now assemble in the arena for the
entry of padded-horn steers who run amuck.
This crowd-pleasing event is frustrating, as one
is usually unable to sight the steers due to the

Louis de Waa/ spent his ho/ida vs this sununer in
Painpiona where he actually took pa,! in this event.
“.

.

airborne entrance—”
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lives. The idea being to hang back and run
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numerous runners in the arena. The result is a
sudden scattering of the crowd ahead, only to
face an oncoming steer. Six steers in all are let
loose in this fashion before the fun ceases and
everyone trundles home for breakfast and another
day of merriment.
Few rules govern this event. It is only by
chatting to a local person or by overhearing a
discussion between former competitors, as there
are no notices, that it is possible to learn the
regulations which do apply.
In the first place, no bull may be held either by
its horns or tail. Secondly, no person under the
influence of drink may take part (however, should
a blood test be used, it would prove disastrous
for the whole event!) Lastly, women are not to
be molested.
To complete the proceedings, displaying even a
scratch caused by a bull brings instant fame. A
mention of injury results in gifts—mainly wine.
Some competitors even purposely fall in the arena
entrance, cover their heads, and wait for the
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remaining runners and bulls to charge over them,
to win credit.
The memorable moments?
Certainly the
excited, panic-stricken expressions before the
run, the right-angle jinks on entering the arena,
and the occasional rocket-like body as a steer
tosses yet another runner into the heavens.

by Mic1iLiel Britiiell
• .cover their heads

with photographs by Peter CraL’er
7
h
is article has been written by a very
unsuccessful amateur as a guide for those
who might wish to take up wood-pigeon
shooting.
The basic essential unit is a shot gun; these
come in many shapes and sizes. A 12-bore is
the most popular size. This gives an effective
killing range of 35 yards, although, of course, it
will kill at distances up to 50—60 yards. Smaller
guns are available, the 16 and 20-bore guns and
Artillery—12 bores

grandstand to the finishing post, our helmsman
grumbling all the while that we had been the
victims of sabotage. Although our appearance
was not so impressive as before, the crowd
greeted us with a long burst of cheering—the
Fan Kwai Lo had done it again!

CHRISTMAS IN G ER MANY—continued from page 13.
that much of the family spirit seems to have gone
but then I am no longer young and so cannot see
Christmas of today through the eyes of a child.
The picture of a German Christmas-tree set
up in Bavaria was supplied to me by the kind
courtesy of the German Tourist Information
Bureau, Conduit Street, London, and gives some
idea of the very beautiful trees which are erected.
They are a sight to see at the Christmas fairs at
Munich and NurembLlrg.
The German people, who have a great capacity
for enjoying themselves, enter into the true spirit
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THE DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL—continued from page 20.
shower. Salvaging the boat in such shallow
water and then baling it out was an easy matter
for twenty-seven essentially able-bodied men,
We then continued on our way at a more moderate pace and succeeded, by dint of some energetic
baling, in keeping ourselves afloat past the

1962

of Christmas. it was from Germany that the
idea of making Christmas essentially a children’s
festival came. As long as there are children
there will always be Christmas and for that we
must be thankful.
To those members of S. & W. K. & P. overseas
I send a special greeting. Your thoughts will
turn to Great Britain and all that she stands for
at this time of the year and we will think of you.
To ALL members of the firm, I wish you
FROHE WEINHNACHTEN, which, being
translated means HAPPY CHRISTMAS.

J

the .410, the last having an effective range of
only 15 yards. The prices of these guns range
from £11 for a .410 up to £500 for a top-grade
hand-carved, double-barrelled 12-bore. A perfectly
serviceable 12-bore made by, say, Webley
& Scott, can be obtained however for about £20.
Also good quality second-hand guns can be got
for a lot less. I myself started off by purchasing a
.410 but, on using it, found it was of inadequate
power for use on the pigeons in Buck ingham
shire, as 99 per cent, of these seem to fly at a
height of at least 100 ft. So, after the first six
or seven times of returning with no dead pigeons,
I decided to visit the local gunsmiths and exchange
it (at a huge loss) for an Italian single-barrelled
12-bore and, on the second time out with this,
I bagged my first bird.
Various other accessories can be obtained, such
as rubber decoys, pigeon callers, etc. A 10/—
gun licence is also required and a few boxes of
cartridges. Having collected all the necessary
equipment together, the next thing, and this is
probably the most difficult, is to find somewhere
to shoot. This may surprise a lot of people who,
no doubt, have read in the newspapers about the
dreadful damage caused by pigeons destroying
whole fields of peas and other crops. When it
actually comes to finding a shoot or land to
which you may have access, it is very difficult
unless you are friendly with a farmer or other
person who is suffering from the damage done
by the pest.
I was lucky here, as the father-in-law of one
of my friends owned a few acres and he had no
objection to us both using his land. Although,
in fact, the pigeons did not actually feed on his

Mike Brunch’s second article for
Readers will recollect Mike’s trials
and tribulations with his Special—he seems to
be having better success with his latest hobby
and we wish him good shooting •for the fUtUrC.
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numerous runners in the arena. The result is a
sudden scattering of the crowd ahead, only to
face an oncoming steer. Six steers in all are let
loose in this fashion before the fun ceases and
everyone trundles home for breakfast and another
day of merriment.
Few rules govern this event. It is only by
chatting to a local person or by overhearing a
discussion between former competitors, as there
are no notices, that it is possible to learn the
regulations which do apply.
In the first place, no bull may be held either by
its horns or tail. Secondly, no person under the
influence of drink may take part (however, should
a blood test be used, it would prove disastrous
for the whole event!) Lastly, women are not to
be molested.
To complete the proceedings, displaying even a
scratch caused by a bull brings instant fame. A
mention of injury results in gifts—mainly wine.
Some competitors even purposely fall in the arena
entrance, cover their heads, and wait for the
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Decoy-tail down wind

land they had to fly across it in order to roost in
one of the adjoining woods and it was possible
to shoot at them as they flew in low to land.
When you have acquired some equipment, do
not expect to walk into the fields and blast wildly
away at the birds, for pigeons are very wary.
The slightest movement will give you away; the
whiteness of your face, the flashing of the barrel
of your gun.
Old clothes are the best to wear and should be
of a material that will blend in with the surround
ing countryside. Some very keen sportsmen
actually wear masks over their faces but I myself
resented having to do this as it was a bit embar
rassing meeting other people coming down, say,
a woodland path.
There are many ways of getting pigeons to
come near enough to shoot them. Probably the
laziest way is to build a hide near where they
feed and shoot them as they come into range.
For this method you have some of the rubber
decoys scattered about in various positions,
giving the impression of feeding birds these will
encourage the real birds to land. While these
decoys are being set out, care must be taken as
to their positioning—this should be completely
irregular but, at the same time, none of the
decoy pigeons should be placed tail to wind. A
second method is by flight shooting. Here you
stand behind a hedge or bush in the line of flight
which you know the birds will follow. Pigeons
always enter and leave woods by the same routes
and observation of these routes will enable you
to select a good position. A third method of
attack is to call the pigeons, either with a caller
or with your own voice, early in the morning or
evening. (I practise my calls on the train!) If
you position yourself beneath a tree and call to
them you will soon get an answer and as you
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cannot fly to them, the pigeons will fly to you
until they come into range.
I have tried this method twice, once in the early
morning and once very late at night, neither time
having any success. The second time I posi
tioned myself in the middle of a holly bush and
sat there calling every five minutes with the
pigeon caller. This lasted for about two hoLirs
and I came away thinking I must be going mad,
hiding in a wood, blowing a whistle and not
seeing any pigeons. Needless to say, I have not
used this method since.
If you decide to take up the sport, do not hope
for success to come quickly; indeed, you may
have to go out in the fields maybe ten times or
so before you have your first kill. If you have
difficulty in finding anywhere to shoot, your
local gunsmiths or Agricultural Committee may
be able to help. Some of them organise shoots
with ten to twenty people stationed at strategic
positions over a couple of square miles of coun
tryside. Here the flock of pigeons is kept on the
move and flies round from wood to wood looking
for shelter. These flocks of pigeons vary from
about three or four birds up to five hundred.
There is no fear that they will be exterminated
for, however many birds are killed, there will be
just as many again next year—in fact, they are
increasing in numbers very rapidly. Assuming
you eventually kill some pigeons and have not
lost interest after firing as many as twenty-five
cartridges for one bird bagged, YOU will reach the
stage when the number of birds killed exceeds
your own requirements and the problem arises of
disposing of the birds. There are three methods
of disposing of pigeons—:
(a) Selling them privately to friends.
(b) Selling them to local shops.
(c) Selling them at the local market.
Continued on page 30.
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Kung Hei Fat Choy
by Sydney Drury

oom Boom Bang!? @ %! ? No; it is not
a nuclear explosion but 4 p.m. on the eve
of Chinese New Year, for it is at this
moment that almost every Chinese child in Hong
Kong decides to let off a Chinese fire cracker,
this being the time that the police permit fire
crackers to be let off in the street. From then on
it is one continuous bang, bang, bang, for the
next fifty-six hours, despite the fact that the
letting-off of fire crackers is prohibited between
the hours of midnight and 6 a.m.
Chinese New Year goes with the moon and
generally falls in February, but it does sometimes
fall in late January, the approach usually being
heralded about a month before by the Amah
appearing at the breakfast table, saying “Missee
me go to Canton for ten days my Mother sick”.
After much bickering, she compromises by
promising to return in four days but something
always crops up to keep her for the ten days.
Then comes the hairdresser, who expects double
pay during the two weeks preceding the New
Year. They do a roaring trade, as all Chinese
like to spruce themselves up for the New Year.
Then again comes the Amah and the chauffeur
and other servants who expect an additional
month’s wages. (This is understandable as there
are thirteen months in the Chinese calendar. As
most of the Chinese are paid monthly they expect
the thirteenth month’s wages for the New Year.)
Good Chinese employers follow this custom and
also pay bonuses on the past year’s profits, if
any.
About three days before festivities start the
flower markets open up. The displays at these
are magnificent and the one in the Monkok area
is even better than the display at Covent Garden.
A roaring trade is done in these markets. Some
of the wealthy Chinese will pay S500 and even
51,000 for certain flowering trees.
After drawing the extra month’s pay (and
bonus, if any), the families go on a spending spree,
for this is the heaviest spending period of the
year. All families try to brighten their homes

for the festivities and considerable sums are spent
on sweetmeats and fire crackers. All con
scientious Chinese make great efforts to pay off
any outstanding debts so that they can start the
New Year with a clean sheet.
The festivities last four days, starting on New
Years Eve, and they return to work on the
fourth day of the New Year. There is great
superstition against starting work on the third
day. This is very difficult to understand as the
official holiday is for the first and second day
only. The Chinese are great “faniily’ people,
thus the first day is spent with the family. On
the second and third days everybody goes visiting
their friends to wish them “Kung Hei Fat Choy”
and distribute their red envelopes containing
lucky money. This generally consists of two new
one-dollar notes.
The only Chinese who cannot enjoy these
festivities are the members of the Fire Brigade
who, during this period, have their busiest time,
averaging one call every five minutes.

It has been reported that mechanical engineering
services consultants and contractors have recently
undertaken a sales drive amongst the Eskimos.
Apparently they have been showing these nomadic
people the virtues of our civilised society by selling
them portable transistor wireless sets in exchange
for seal skins, and arranging for them to be fitted
in their kayaks. This has led to other ideas, one
being the fitting of heater circuits in kayaks with
unfortunate results; when the Eskimos visited their
friends in their kayaks, they all sank to the bottom
of the ocean, which only shows that “You can’t
P.B.E.
have your kayak and heat it”.
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REPORT FROM ABU DHABI
continued from page 8.

The Editors are uncertain which of the following
addresses they prefer:

population also was not overlooked. The plan
made provision for public recreation areas suit
ably disposed around the perimeter of the future
town, and it was recommended that provision be
made for a wide variety of sports activities and
other pastimes. It was also thought that every
effort should be made to plant the open areas
with trees, shrubs and grass, and for this purpose
the Report contained a recommendation that a
State farm and nursery should be established.
After consideration of the Report in July this
year, the Ruler instructed the Joint Engineers to
act as his Consulting Engineers for the implemen
tation of the recommendations submitted to him.
He also instructed that the Joint Engineers should
undertake the construction of a temporary jetty
and some 24 miles of temporary roadway, these
works being a necessary prelude to the implemen
tation of the main development works.
A Contract has now been let for this work,
which also includes residential quarters for the
Joint Engineers’ stall’ and office accommodation,
and Jack Parker, Bill Kelly, Steve Armitage and
Mr. E. L. Ricks are now busy supervising the
work.
A further development is that in order to
facilitate correspondence and other matters, the
term Joint Engineers has now been discarded in
favour of the style, Abu Dhabi Consultants.
The project presents an unique opportunity in
that a community is being developed virtually
from scratch, which makes it a challenging
experience for all those engaged on it.
F. W. S.

Letter re—addressed to Angus Munro from Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology.
Messrs. Scott & Wi/son Kirkpatrick and Parameters

BUBBLE, BUBBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE
continued from page 11.
So, if you hear reports on Christmas Eve that the
sky-hooks above St. Helen’s Court have been
sighted and see in the Spring issue of PONTIFACT
“Job No. 6301—Kuwait, Hospital for Stomach
Ailments”, you will know that the wine was both
stimulating and potent.

STOP PRESS

Wanted for next season ‘Cricketers Only’ (Gentlemen
and Players not eligible).
Apply Hon. Cricket Secretary.
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Around the Sections

and from an American electricity authority
To Jo/ut Measor,
c/o Messrs. Scatty Wilson & Partners

P. B. Ecln’ards’s Section

The Song of Hiya-wotcher
Just eight minutes from Victoria
Same side as the Army & Navy
You can see Albany Buildings
Just beside the Cafeteria
(famous for its buns and coffee).
Enter into 47,
Take the lift up to the sixth floor,
Liftman by the name of Sidney
Lets the gates slam shut behind you.
Cross your fingers hope you get there
Watch the floors slip by before you.
On arrival at Reception
Feet sink into sepia carpet
Take a seat and then in comfort
Watch the passing scene before you.
“Photoprints” will entertain you
To and fro they pass with drawings,
Any weather you will see them,
Goggled, muffled unknown shadows.
Mrs. Jenkins with her trolley
Wheels all caught up in the carpet
Pouring coffee for the lucky
Welcome sight on Monday morning.
Watch the girls behind the windows
Ever busy with the ‘phone calls
Plugging in the joy and troubles
Smoothing down irate Contractors.
12.15 and hungry workers
Wild—eyed waiting for refreshment
Cram the lift to overflowing,
Luncheon Vouchers at the ready.
Restaurant owners in Victoria
Heat again the tired hamburgers
Then the staff of Scott & Wilson
Sleep it off until 5.30.

by Felicity King

In the last issue of PONTIFACT readers will have
seen a picture of what at first sight may have
appeared as space objects; the caption, however,
refers to them as models of roofs for the new
St. John’s Retail Market in Liverpool. It should
not be thought that those in P. B. E.’s Section
have forsaken the slide rule and drawing-board
in the practice of Engineering in preference to
model-making; the simple fact is that our threedimensional appreciation of structures is not up
to the ideas we concoct from time to time. These
models of the various types of roof were made
by our expert modellers, George PLlddephatt and
Don Mattocks, with the aid of others who
assisted with ideas. We are convinced that
models serve an important part of project devel
opment and help our clients, Architects and
Contractors, to understand more fully what we
have in mind for the structure. Not the least,
they also serve to illustrate to those working on
the structure the degree of rigidity.
Markets have, over the past few months, been
the main interest for those working in the section
and we are pleased to report that our first market
building is now in course of construction. This
is the Temporary Market Building which is to
be used by the retail traders whilst the per
manent building is being constructed. The
design of this building has an unusual type of
roof, being made tip of a triangular framework,
parts of which are pitched above the flat roof to
give strips of vertical glazing. Whilst we are
confident that the resultant structure will come
up to expectations, it has not been created without
a good deal of three-dimensional consideration
to ensure that the precast concrete units fit
together with adequate tolerances.
As for the permanent market building, this
will be 72,000 square feet in area, the central
40,000 square feet being roofed over with four
96 feet square hyperbolic paraboloids, a cruci
form strip of glazing being provided to separate
the shells. Our first thoughts were that they

should be constructed in timber

but since analys

ing the costs we find that a 3 inch thick lightweight
concrete shell proves to be more economical.
These shells will be amongst the largest to be
constructed and for this reason model tests are
to be carried out to verify the calculations and
especially to find out a little more about the edge
disturbance moments on the shell and hence the
thickening required at the edge. A visit to the
section recently would have revealed Charles
Hsiung engrossed with calculating machine
running hot on a mass of figures (some think
perhaps the figures may be a composition in

Chinese), attempting to design the shell with the
aid of articles in many languages.

The Liverpool project has other interesting
features: a seven-storey hotel, four-storey car
park, three levels of shops over an area of 6 acres
approximately and, finally, a 500 feet high
vertical feature with a fotir-storey restatirant
block at a level of 340 feet. The public will be
able to see from the observation level the moun
tains of Wales to the Pennine Range, not to
mention the Mersey Estuary. We are, with the
help of Liverpool University, proposing to carry
out wind tunnel tests on the vertical feature to
establish wind and buffeting loading conditions.
The shaft of the feature will be anchored into the
rock which is fotind fairly close to the surface.
Other work in the section is varied, ranging
from development projects for B.E.A. at their
Engineering Base at London Airport, to a new
extension to the B.N.S. Ltd. factory at Bayswater, Melbourne, Australia, to meet increased
Continued on page 36.

The Editors hate felt for somne time that
reports from head office sections would be of
general interest to readers both at home anti
overseas. They, therefore, approached P. B.
Edwards who starts the ba/i rolling with this
first article in “Around the Sections”. It is hoped
that we shall be able to publish reports on other
sections during the coming year.
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REPORT FROM ABU DHABI
continued from page 8.

The Editors are uncertain which of the following
addresses they prefer:

population also was not overlooked. The plan
made provision for public recreation areas suit
ably disposed around the perimeter of the future
town, and it was recommended that provision be
made for a wide variety of sports activities and
other pastimes. It was also thought that every
effort should be made to plant the open areas
with trees, shrubs and grass, and for this purpose
the Report contained a recommendation that a
State farm and nursery should be established.
After consideration of the Report in July this
year, the Ruler instructed the Joint Engineers to
act as his Consulting Engineers for the implemen
tation of the recommendations submitted to him.
He also instructed that the Joint Engineers should
undertake the construction of a temporary jetty
and some 24 miles of temporary roadway, these
works being a necessary prelude to the implemen
tation of the main development works.
A Contract has now been let for this work,
which also includes residential quarters for the
Joint Engineers’ stall’ and office accommodation,
and Jack Parker, Bill Kelly, Steve Armitage and
Mr. E. L. Ricks are now busy supervising the
work.
A further development is that in order to
facilitate correspondence and other matters, the
term Joint Engineers has now been discarded in
favour of the style, Abu Dhabi Consultants.
The project presents an unique opportunity in
that a community is being developed virtually
from scratch, which makes it a challenging
experience for all those engaged on it.
F. W. S.

Letter re—addressed to Angus Munro from Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology.
Messrs. Scott & Wi/son Kirkpatrick and Parameters

BUBBLE, BUBBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE
continued from page 11.
So, if you hear reports on Christmas Eve that the
sky-hooks above St. Helen’s Court have been
sighted and see in the Spring issue of PONTIFACT
“Job No. 6301—Kuwait, Hospital for Stomach
Ailments”, you will know that the wine was both
stimulating and potent.

STOP PRESS

Wanted for next season ‘Cricketers Only’ (Gentlemen
and Players not eligible).
Apply Hon. Cricket Secretary.
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Around the Sections

and from an American electricity authority
To Jo/ut Measor,
c/o Messrs. Scatty Wilson & Partners

P. B. Ecln’ards’s Section

The Song of Hiya-wotcher
Just eight minutes from Victoria
Same side as the Army & Navy
You can see Albany Buildings
Just beside the Cafeteria
(famous for its buns and coffee).
Enter into 47,
Take the lift up to the sixth floor,
Liftman by the name of Sidney
Lets the gates slam shut behind you.
Cross your fingers hope you get there
Watch the floors slip by before you.
On arrival at Reception
Feet sink into sepia carpet
Take a seat and then in comfort
Watch the passing scene before you.
“Photoprints” will entertain you
To and fro they pass with drawings,
Any weather you will see them,
Goggled, muffled unknown shadows.
Mrs. Jenkins with her trolley
Wheels all caught up in the carpet
Pouring coffee for the lucky
Welcome sight on Monday morning.
Watch the girls behind the windows
Ever busy with the ‘phone calls
Plugging in the joy and troubles
Smoothing down irate Contractors.
12.15 and hungry workers
Wild—eyed waiting for refreshment
Cram the lift to overflowing,
Luncheon Vouchers at the ready.
Restaurant owners in Victoria
Heat again the tired hamburgers
Then the staff of Scott & Wilson
Sleep it off until 5.30.

by Felicity King

In the last issue of PONTIFACT readers will have
seen a picture of what at first sight may have
appeared as space objects; the caption, however,
refers to them as models of roofs for the new
St. John’s Retail Market in Liverpool. It should
not be thought that those in P. B. E.’s Section
have forsaken the slide rule and drawing-board
in the practice of Engineering in preference to
model-making; the simple fact is that our threedimensional appreciation of structures is not up
to the ideas we concoct from time to time. These
models of the various types of roof were made
by our expert modellers, George PLlddephatt and
Don Mattocks, with the aid of others who
assisted with ideas. We are convinced that
models serve an important part of project devel
opment and help our clients, Architects and
Contractors, to understand more fully what we
have in mind for the structure. Not the least,
they also serve to illustrate to those working on
the structure the degree of rigidity.
Markets have, over the past few months, been
the main interest for those working in the section
and we are pleased to report that our first market
building is now in course of construction. This
is the Temporary Market Building which is to
be used by the retail traders whilst the per
manent building is being constructed. The
design of this building has an unusual type of
roof, being made tip of a triangular framework,
parts of which are pitched above the flat roof to
give strips of vertical glazing. Whilst we are
confident that the resultant structure will come
up to expectations, it has not been created without
a good deal of three-dimensional consideration
to ensure that the precast concrete units fit
together with adequate tolerances.
As for the permanent market building, this
will be 72,000 square feet in area, the central
40,000 square feet being roofed over with four
96 feet square hyperbolic paraboloids, a cruci
form strip of glazing being provided to separate
the shells. Our first thoughts were that they

should be constructed in timber

but since analys

ing the costs we find that a 3 inch thick lightweight
concrete shell proves to be more economical.
These shells will be amongst the largest to be
constructed and for this reason model tests are
to be carried out to verify the calculations and
especially to find out a little more about the edge
disturbance moments on the shell and hence the
thickening required at the edge. A visit to the
section recently would have revealed Charles
Hsiung engrossed with calculating machine
running hot on a mass of figures (some think
perhaps the figures may be a composition in

Chinese), attempting to design the shell with the
aid of articles in many languages.

The Liverpool project has other interesting
features: a seven-storey hotel, four-storey car
park, three levels of shops over an area of 6 acres
approximately and, finally, a 500 feet high
vertical feature with a fotir-storey restatirant
block at a level of 340 feet. The public will be
able to see from the observation level the moun
tains of Wales to the Pennine Range, not to
mention the Mersey Estuary. We are, with the
help of Liverpool University, proposing to carry
out wind tunnel tests on the vertical feature to
establish wind and buffeting loading conditions.
The shaft of the feature will be anchored into the
rock which is fotind fairly close to the surface.
Other work in the section is varied, ranging
from development projects for B.E.A. at their
Engineering Base at London Airport, to a new
extension to the B.N.S. Ltd. factory at Bayswater, Melbourne, Australia, to meet increased
Continued on page 36.

The Editors hate felt for somne time that
reports from head office sections would be of
general interest to readers both at home anti
overseas. They, therefore, approached P. B.
Edwards who starts the ba/i rolling with this
first article in “Around the Sections”. It is hoped
that we shall be able to publish reports on other
sections during the coming year.
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Hong Kong
To pLit me in the frame of mind required to
write a newsletter for the Christmas edition, the
weather has become (to us) very cold. The long,
hot summer is past, leaving us about 15 inches
of rain down on average. When the rain did
come, it came hard and the firm were called
upon to furnish a number of storm damage
Of course,
reports for insurance claims.
“Wanda” gave us some extra work and our news
hit the world’s headlines for two days. Having
been here for Typhoon Mary in 1960, which had
been the worst since 1937, the natural topic for
discussion was how they compared. The answer
seemed to be that those extra m.p.h. wind speed
made all the difference; whereas “Mary” gave
cause for concern to us in our houses, “Wanda”
was definitely very frightening indeed. Ofcourse,
if one lives in a sampan or squatter hut the
difference is not so apparent—your worldly goods
will go with either and so may you. The effect
of the wind in some local areas was very odd,
much akin to bomb blast. Some friends of ours
live on the second floor of a block of flats and
their balcony has windows all round, comprising
what is probably the only private air-conditioned
bar in Hong Kong—”the Nag’s Head’. A gust
of wind struck their flat and another flat below
their neighbour, but damaged neither their
neighbours flat nor the one beneath the Nags
Head. It blew the steel frames out of the walls
before breaking the glass and created a consider
able amount of havoc, although our friend was
able to preserve his collection of glasses and all
his bottles. Most people lost their pleasure
boats and we were able to advertise our dinghy,
which was undergoing a refit, as “GPI4 complete.
this latter having been
except for hull
airborne, I am told, for 40 yards before striking a
tree. On the loftier crags of Victoria Peak a
number of people had air conditioners blown
out of their wall mountings and through lounges
lost windows at both ends, the occupants taking
refLige in the cupboards. However, none of us
were as badly off as the boat people who refLised
to leave their boats before the tidal surge struck
Sha Tin and Tai Po. Coinciding with a high
,

normal tide level, the storm surge raised the
water rapidly to about 9 feet above normal,
resulting in boats and ships being deposited far
from the water, in some cases up to 2 miles.
Response to an appeal for relief funds was
immediate for those who had lost all their
possessions and over $3 million was subscribed
by the more fortLinate. Recovery from Wanda
In Hong Kong even the pigs have wings

South China Morning Post

Hong Kong

Friday, Septenther 7, 1962

Pig makes Flight for
Freedom at Kai Tak
An angry pig with a yearning for a longer
life, a panting foki, and two jeep—loads of
airport personnel took ofT in headlong flight
down Kai Tak runway yesterday.
The pig, a 100-catty sow, had broken out
of its crate while being taken to Mataukok
slaughterhouse and wandered into the airport.
Police were informed and made a frantic
search before locating the sow near the fire
station.
A foki gave chase, but was out—run by the
pig in the freedom sprint. Two jeeps, from
the Fire Brigade and Police Station, then took
up the angry pig chase.
About one—third of the way down the
8,350—foot runway it was finally cornered.
The jeeps converged, and with nowhere else
to go—except the sea—the sow jumped over
a ledge.
There, workmen, engaged in repairing the
“Hong Kong Lady” (a floating restaurant tern—
poratily aground), helped the foki truss up
the animal before it was sent to the terminal
building where its grunts attracted a small,
curious crowd.
No flight schedules were interrupted.

By courtesy of Soul/i China Morning Post.
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has been rapid and fortunately the damage to the
many acres of paddy inundated with salt water
has proved relatively slight.
Work on the various contracts with which we
are associated suffered only slight setback and
the new Air Terminal at Kai Tak was opened on
schedule. This is covered adequately elsewhere
in this issue, so it is only left to say that we were
glad to have Mr. Henry here for the ceremony.
We can, however, add a stiff upper lip-ism from
H.E. the Governor who, when immured in the
lift between floors, remarked to Mr. Villiers that
“I believe it gets rather hot after the first hour”.
As Mr. and Mrs. Sheppard’s visit overlapped
Mr. Henry’s, the opportunity was seized to have
a Staff Party at the Peninsula Hotel. A fine
evening was enjoyed by the seventy guests and
some extremely proficient Twist and Cha Cha
was seen, particularly at Partner level.
No more has been heard about our two
Reports so far, i.e., Plover Cove Stage II, ci seq.,
and the Cross-Harbour project, while Kwai
Chung goes to tender this week after somedelay,
the tenderers for this sizeable contract having
ten weeks to prepare their bids.
We are sorry to have to record the impending
departure of A. W. C. Villiers. Bill Villiers has
been in charge of the Kai Tak development for
the firm since 1955 and has seen one of the finest
airports in the world come into being under his
supervision.

Kaduna Water Supply Scheme. Tony Finigan,
also on leave at present, will be rejoining London
Office. Two other members of the Nyasaland
staff, inspectors West and Locke, will be going
to Nigeria on power station jobs. Meanwhile,
David Ruxton, with Alan Potgieter’s help, will
hold the fort until just before Christmas, when
he, Margaret and the three boys, will be returning
to England for a well-earned holiday.
At the time of writing it is not known if any
further work will come our way in Nyasaland,
and Mr. Edington, at present in the country,
hopes to have further news before long. But
there is usually a lull during the period inimedi
ately preceding independence and it is unlikely
that work of the type in which the firm is inter
ested will be available in the immediate future.
Meanwhile, life in Nyasaland goes on much as
usual. The jacaranda season is just past and the
last few purple blossoms lie in the streets. The
first warning showers of the coming rains help
to cool the night air, heavy with the scent of
frangipani. Nyasaland is a pleasant, friendly
country and we wish her people well in 1963,
their year of independence.

J. 3. G.

Nigeria

J. F. L.

Nyasaland
The Walker’s Ferry Scheme is now in its
closing stages and water has already been pumped
to Blantyre from the Shire River, over 20 miles
away. This was only for testing and sterilising
the pipeline, however, and it will not be until
next year that the scheme will be put into use.
Final measurement of the various contracts
comprising the scheme is nearing completion and
the final cost is expected to come to about £2.4
million, this being within the firm’s original
estimate, allowing for increased costs of labour
and materials during the five years since the
estimate was prepared.
Already some of the supervisory staff have
left for fresh fields. John and Pat Caffrey are
on leave in Ireland prior to going to Kaduna,
where John will be Resident Engineer on the

During the past few months the Nigerian firm
has been indulging in one of its periodic mass
migrations and the office has been full of crates
and boxes en route for London, Ireland, Amman,
and other unlikely places, and has resembled
nothing so much as a Middle Fast caravanserai
on the eve of the annual outing to Samarkand
Messrs. Edington and Johnston have been
backwards and forwards between Kaduna,
London, Amman and Blantyre and we are
expecting to see them both here again shortly.
John and Ann Gandy are nominally resident
in Kaduna; John has spent most of his time on
expeditions to London, Lagos, Port Harcourt,
Jos and Maiduguri. Jack and Bunty Wiseman
have gone to Afam; Gordon and Peggy Wilson
have left Afam en route for U.K. and Hong
Kong.
Peter Erridge has left us for Amman and Tom
Fowle and Peter Clark have gone to London
Office.
Mike and Rose Earwaker have at last torn
themselves away from Maiduguri and are off to
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U.K. on leave. The only fixtures in the period
under review have been Ted and Gwen Lees,
who are still in Kaduna, and Andy and Wendy
Kellam, who are living in a rondavel on the Jos
Plateau.
Whilst these movements have been going on,
we have also had flying visits from Messrs.
Elliott, Ranger, McDermott and Matthews.
After the general exodus the office has seemed
Llnnaturally quiet but it will not be so for long
as we are preparing to welcome resident staff for
Kaduna Power Station, Kaduna Water Supply
and Wuya Bridge, all of which jobs have started
or are due to start in the next few months. We
are also expecting a team to carry out a Survey
for the World Bank and we are about to start a
series of site surveys for E.C.N. Power Station and
Sub-Stations.
We take this opportunity of wishing all our
friends a happy Christmas and a prosperous
New Year.
J. J. G.

Abu Dhabi
Looking back on what has so far been accom
plished, it seems hard to believe that the Abu
Dhabi Consultants began the task of setting up
an office in Abu Dhabi only in the middle of
October, when Jack Parker and Steve Armitage,
from Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners,
and Laurence Ricks (Ricky), from Sir William
Halcrow & Partners, joined Bill Kelly, also of
Halcrow’s, out in the sun-scorched desert to
form the nucleus of the team. In the six weeks
since then we have tried to organise ourselves

No.

7

and begin the task of solving the many and
varied problems which associate themselves with
the future development of the Sheikhdom.
Primarily our task here is to administer the
Contract for 25 miles of low-cost roads and a
temporary jetty. Roads are essential in any
town development and in Abu Dhabi, where
there are virtually no existing roads and vast
areas of extremely soft sand, the early construc
tion of a good road system becomes even more
of a necessity. in addition to the roads and jetty,
the Contract includes for the construction of an
office and materials lab, for the Joint Engineers
and, last but by no means least, four bungalows
for our own accommodation.
Whilst supervising the building work and
solving our troubles, Ricky has become an
invaluable public relations officer, keeping the
local people happy. Many a time has he been
dragged away to drink coffee with them in their
borastis and discuss the price of a goat. Talking
of goats, their staple diet at the moment appears
to consist of the empty cement bags from the
works, Japanese cement being preferred to
English.
Road works have only begun within the last
week and work on the jetty is not expected to
begin for another two or three weeks.
During our stay here we have been very
pleased to welcome Mr. Ridehalgh, of Sir
William Haicrow & Partners, and Mr. Henry
and Mr. Sutton from Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick
& Partners. We have also seen Mr. John Harris,
who designed our houses, and Mr. Pearce
Hubbard. We look forward to seeing anyone
else passing this way in the future.
S. M. A.
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The Opening of the Terminal Building
at Hong Kong Airport

Our

by J. K. M. Henry

“First Lady”, Mrs. Lindsay, was
dressed in blue with white hat and
accessories, colours not only becoming to
herself but also matching the sunny skies as, on
the warm November afternoon, guests converged
on the terminal building for the official opening
ceremony. It was with feelings of profound
pride that we made our way through the splendid
departures hall and out on to the waving bay
on which the ceremony was to be held. Our
“official” party comprised Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay,
your scribe, Mr. Villiers, Mr. and Mrs. Shewan,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes (Quantity Surveyor),
Mr. and Mrs. Yeh (Building Contractor), and
Mr. Van Hauwaert (Piling Contractor). We
took our seats in our allotted row and as the
writer, newly-arrived from England, gazed up at
the magnificent facade of the building he felt a
sense of unreality that such a dream building was
in fact there.
At the appointed moment, Mr. and Mrs.
M uspratt-Williams escorted the Governor, Lady
Black and Miss Barbara Black, on to the dais
and, after the National Anthem, the Director of
Civil Aviation made a brief welcoming address.

He recalled the opening ceremony for the runway
when, out of a stormy sky, there had emerged a
full rainbow, crowning the promontory. This,
in the Chinese view, heralded great success for
the airport and the Director of Civil Aviation
was able to point to the heavens and emphasize
the sunny conclusion to the whole enterprise.
(He was a little fortunate in this, since it had
rained hard the previoLls day and the morning
was unsettled but, in the event, the Director of
Civil Aviation was spared the necessity for any
last minute re-draft).
The date coincided with the end of the first
half-century of civil aviation in Hong Kong and
this was the theme of the Governor’s address,
in which he put the whole airport project in its
true perspective. He said that in its new airport
Hong Kong had achieved something singular and
outstanding, providing conclusive evidence in
support of the continuing importance of Hong
Kong’s position on the commercial routes of the
world. The new terminal confirmed that Hong
Kong was in the forefront of providing for air
travel and the present building might only give a
short breathing space before extensions were

Terminal Building
Courtesy

WOOD-PIG EON S HOOTING—continued

from

There is not a lot of difference in the price you
can get for them; it varies between 8d. and Is.,
so reckoning on a cartridge costing approxi
mately 6?,d., it can be seen that with one cartridge
which may bring down more than one bird a
small profit can be made* as well as doing the
farmers a good turn.
Pigeons, when cooked, are very tasty, especially
pigeon pie and roast pigeon, although this is
sometimes a little tough. Pigeon shooting is a

page

Editors’ Note: It seems to us that if it takes

25 cartridges to kill one pigeon there is every chance

of making a handsome loss

G’overn,ne,zt Information Service.

-I

24.

sport I can heartily recommend to anyone who
likes the outdoor life and shooting at one of
nature’s most evasive birds.
This is just a brief guide to the sport. My
total score at the moment is two pigeons and two
rooks—can you do better?
*

of Hong Kong
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We take this opportunity of wishing all our
friends a happy Christmas and a prosperous
New Year.
J. J. G.

Abu Dhabi
Looking back on what has so far been accom
plished, it seems hard to believe that the Abu
Dhabi Consultants began the task of setting up
an office in Abu Dhabi only in the middle of
October, when Jack Parker and Steve Armitage,
from Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners,
and Laurence Ricks (Ricky), from Sir William
Halcrow & Partners, joined Bill Kelly, also of
Halcrow’s, out in the sun-scorched desert to
form the nucleus of the team. In the six weeks
since then we have tried to organise ourselves
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and begin the task of solving the many and
varied problems which associate themselves with
the future development of the Sheikhdom.
Primarily our task here is to administer the
Contract for 25 miles of low-cost roads and a
temporary jetty. Roads are essential in any
town development and in Abu Dhabi, where
there are virtually no existing roads and vast
areas of extremely soft sand, the early construc
tion of a good road system becomes even more
of a necessity. in addition to the roads and jetty,
the Contract includes for the construction of an
office and materials lab, for the Joint Engineers
and, last but by no means least, four bungalows
for our own accommodation.
Whilst supervising the building work and
solving our troubles, Ricky has become an
invaluable public relations officer, keeping the
local people happy. Many a time has he been
dragged away to drink coffee with them in their
borastis and discuss the price of a goat. Talking
of goats, their staple diet at the moment appears
to consist of the empty cement bags from the
works, Japanese cement being preferred to
English.
Road works have only begun within the last
week and work on the jetty is not expected to
begin for another two or three weeks.
During our stay here we have been very
pleased to welcome Mr. Ridehalgh, of Sir
William Haicrow & Partners, and Mr. Henry
and Mr. Sutton from Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick
& Partners. We have also seen Mr. John Harris,
who designed our houses, and Mr. Pearce
Hubbard. We look forward to seeing anyone
else passing this way in the future.
S. M. A.
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The Opening of the Terminal Building
at Hong Kong Airport

Our

by J. K. M. Henry

“First Lady”, Mrs. Lindsay, was
dressed in blue with white hat and
accessories, colours not only becoming to
herself but also matching the sunny skies as, on
the warm November afternoon, guests converged
on the terminal building for the official opening
ceremony. It was with feelings of profound
pride that we made our way through the splendid
departures hall and out on to the waving bay
on which the ceremony was to be held. Our
“official” party comprised Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay,
your scribe, Mr. Villiers, Mr. and Mrs. Shewan,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes (Quantity Surveyor),
Mr. and Mrs. Yeh (Building Contractor), and
Mr. Van Hauwaert (Piling Contractor). We
took our seats in our allotted row and as the
writer, newly-arrived from England, gazed up at
the magnificent facade of the building he felt a
sense of unreality that such a dream building was
in fact there.
At the appointed moment, Mr. and Mrs.
M uspratt-Williams escorted the Governor, Lady
Black and Miss Barbara Black, on to the dais
and, after the National Anthem, the Director of
Civil Aviation made a brief welcoming address.

He recalled the opening ceremony for the runway
when, out of a stormy sky, there had emerged a
full rainbow, crowning the promontory. This,
in the Chinese view, heralded great success for
the airport and the Director of Civil Aviation
was able to point to the heavens and emphasize
the sunny conclusion to the whole enterprise.
(He was a little fortunate in this, since it had
rained hard the previoLls day and the morning
was unsettled but, in the event, the Director of
Civil Aviation was spared the necessity for any
last minute re-draft).
The date coincided with the end of the first
half-century of civil aviation in Hong Kong and
this was the theme of the Governor’s address,
in which he put the whole airport project in its
true perspective. He said that in its new airport
Hong Kong had achieved something singular and
outstanding, providing conclusive evidence in
support of the continuing importance of Hong
Kong’s position on the commercial routes of the
world. The new terminal confirmed that Hong
Kong was in the forefront of providing for air
travel and the present building might only give a
short breathing space before extensions were

Terminal Building
Courtesy

WOOD-PIG EON S HOOTING—continued

from

There is not a lot of difference in the price you
can get for them; it varies between 8d. and Is.,
so reckoning on a cartridge costing approxi
mately 6?,d., it can be seen that with one cartridge
which may bring down more than one bird a
small profit can be made* as well as doing the
farmers a good turn.
Pigeons, when cooked, are very tasty, especially
pigeon pie and roast pigeon, although this is
sometimes a little tough. Pigeon shooting is a

page

Editors’ Note: It seems to us that if it takes

25 cartridges to kill one pigeon there is every chance

of making a handsome loss

G’overn,ne,zt Information Service.
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24.

sport I can heartily recommend to anyone who
likes the outdoor life and shooting at one of
nature’s most evasive birds.
This is just a brief guide to the sport. My
total score at the moment is two pigeons and two
rooks—can you do better?
*
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required.
His Excellency concluded with a
tribute to the Director of Civil Aviation and his
staff for a fine project well completed.
The Governor and the Director of Civil
Aviation then stepped down to the front of the
dais, where His Excellency declared the building
open and unveiled a tablet commemorating the
occasion. This was heralded by fire-crackers,
which was the signal for the Director of Public
Works and the male members of our party to
move forward and be presented to the Governor.
His Excellency told Mr. Villiers that his attendance
at these functions was becoming quite a habit!
The Governor, Lady Black and Miss Black
were then conducted on a tour of the building
by Mr. and Mrs. Muspratt-Williams, Mr.
Hewson, Mr. Villiers and Mr. Shewan. We are
told that a “holiday spirit” prevailed throughout
the inspection, that the building was much
admired, that the party got stuck in a lift
when someone pushed the wrong button, and
that the only criticism (made by Lady Black) was
directed at the standard Government issue clocks
in the two V.I.P. suites. These were hardly in
keeping with the rosewood panelling, the fitted
Kadoorie carpets, the demure Chinese lanterns,
and the rosewood furniture specially and most
artistically designed by Mr. Philip Chu. Their
removal and replacement by small clocks to
Mr. Shewan’s design will be welcomed by
V.l.P.’s and 0 hers alike.
Meanw iie the remainder of our party foregathered with other guests in the restaurant and
depart 1 es concourse, where cocktails were

View of the apron

served. Even before the latter could begin to
take effect, praise of a very satisfying quality and
quantity poured into our ears. it was most
heartening to hear the Members of the Kai Tak
Progress Committee expressing their pleasLire and
pride in the building and to learn that their
enthusiasm was shared by airport and airline
officials. Even the non-technical guests were full
of praise, for there is no doubt that the building
has an immediate popular appeal. Wherever one
turned it was the same gratifying story. The
cocktail party was over all too soon and we
moved out once again on to the waving bay for
the ceremony of Beating Retreat. This was
performed on the apron immediately beneath us
by the Band of the Hong Kong Police and the
pipes and drums of the Gurkhas. In the quiet
ness of the music we thought of those who had
played their part in the building of Kai Tak and
were not fortunate enough to be with us. As
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the music died away and the flag and the sun
went down, His Excellency turned from the
scene, leaving the building well and truly opened
and ready for its task.
To be precise, the building was not quite ready,
since furniture from Australia for the restaurant
had not yet arrived and one or two other details
were still outstanding. It was brought into use
on November 12th, ten days after the ceremony,
and on the 14th we welcomed our first visitors
through the building, Mr. and Mrs. Sheppard.
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A description of the building is not within the
scope of this article. The writer has taken some
seventy coloured photographs, which by no
means cover the building, but we hope they will
indicate to Mr. Keith Murray how brilliantly
Mr. Shewan and Mr. Penman have treated and
developed his sketch plans. We are indeed
indebted to our Architects and Consultants for
creating such a beautiful and efficient building
to set the seal to all our efforts on Kai Tak.
It might be appropriate to conclude this article
with the message sent to Hong Kong by the
Rt. Hon. Julian Amery, Minister of Aviation,
which read as follows:—
“Hong Kong has already made aviation history
by projecting a runway into the water.
“Thanks to your ingenuity the problem of
restricted approaches has been overcome.
“Now the opening of your new terminal
crowns these great achievements.
“I offer my congratulations to all who have
helped in this task.
“May it bring Hong Kong an even greater
future in civil aviation.’

The Exiles
Life has its problems. Our chief problem of the
moment concerns lunch time at Alice’s. We are
trying to devise a system for assimilating new
comers such as Tim. Should they start with a
straightforward 24 handicap or is this a case for
some rather more refined statistical analysis?
Alice’s was the stage for Norman’s and Len’s
farewells: uproarious occasions but, thankfully,
the crown rests on the same head. A new reign
would be calamity, heartbreaking, unthinkable—
we had rather see a republic.
With these departures came the emigrations
from the metropolis of the Hopkins and the Lims.
The former are farming somewhere out in the
wilds, mid-way between Hassell Green and Offa’s
Dyke, whilst the latter are temporarily among
the caravan dwellers. Ronnie, incidentally, will
shortly be moving from the deep south, pushing
his four-wheeler over the bumps; we have already
warned him of the rigours of the severe northern
climate experienced in the Vale of Croco.
The population is soaring. There is scope for
a crèche as five out of the six assistants have

offspring under a year. The latest census reveals
the following names (with ages at the time of
writing):
Andrew Lim (8 months).
Stephen Lyon (6 months).
Philippa Hopkins (4 months).
Karen le Fevre (6 weeks).
Richard Heddon (10 days).
Tea is excused his failure to achieve paternal
status as he has yet to find a wife.
Ly Ching brings a touch of oriental colour to
an otherwise drab market on Thursdays and
Heather’s pretty face may be seen in the square
at lunch time, but the ladies no longer grace the
company at The Crosses, as happened from time
to time in bygone days. Which reminds us, we
shall expect Gordon and Peggy to pay us a visit
when they come home—for the sake of “auld
lang syne”.
Technical note (if this should perchance be
read by an engineer): the dilemma one faces on
learning that cores have failed—to balance cut
and Phil.
BUNBURY
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by John Drake (I-Ion. Turf Accoiiiztant)

Jfter recovering from our Shakespearean
title we would like to say that horse
racing was here before Shakespeare—
On the Roodee at Chester in 1540 to be exacttake that as you will but remember “All the
world’s a stage and all the men and women
merely players”.
Unfortunately, we greet our readers with the
sad news that Hurst Park has closed down. So
closes the door on a theatre of horse racing
which for some punters proved to be more
disastrous than an operating theatre.
This
development, we feel, is paramount news and is
of great interest to the north and soLith (“Oh,
what a Mouth’) of Old Pye Street (the ancestral
home of “Lord” Duggie Pye—Bookmaker
Elect). We would like to add here that the
quality of cars parked in Old Pye Street has risen
rapidly over the past few months; we would hope
to see a law passed: “The bigger the car the
bigger the parking fine”.
Hurst Park was one of the most congenial race
tracks North of the 38th parallel. It has been
said that the turf at Hurst Park is so pregnant and
devoid of “brown patches” that it will be resur
rected and transplanted in the famous pastures
of Ascot race track. This is tantamount to
transplanting Christopher Chataway to No. 10
Downing Street but, let’s face it, anything can
happen in 1962—ask the Admiralty!
Another race track has been the object of
This
“land thieves”, namely, Manchester.
famous course holds annually the Manchester
November Handicap, which is usually run in
dense fog or deep mud; maybe the “land grab
bers” feel that it is unhealthy for the horses;
believe us, it has proved very healthy for the
bookmakers. However, the bid for Manchester
has fallen through, so the smoggy, boggy
Manchester November Handicap (incidentally,
the last big race of the flat racing season) will

Illiistratio,i by 1—lazel Aldersoii
continue to produce a shiver down the backs of
punters.
Recently we noticed that what was once a
popular snack bar in Palmer Street has now
become a betting shop. We hope not, but
wonder whether it is attended by the same custo
mers for a different food.
Well, readers, the flat racing season has come
to an end and the jumping season is now in full
flight. We have races such as the Hennessey
Gold Cup, The Whitbread Cup, The Mackeson
Handicap and the Guinness Stakes; in these
races the horses simply “hop” over the fences
and one feels that they must get to the post before
closing time. We would now like to report on a
race run at Tipster’s Green. The race was the
Novice Boosers Hurdle and carried a prize of
30 pints of barley wine to be drunk by the winning
horse and jockey before they reached the weigh
ing room. It was felt that this was very fair,
providing the horse used a straw. All horses
were required to carry 17 stone in the saddle
unless they could get away with less. The
favourite for the race was the now famous novice
booser “Publican Pete” who, earlier in the week,
was suffering from bloodshot eye and sore
throat, due to smoking too much hay; however,
he is now quite well and in fine fettle. The
second favourite was “Milk StoLit Mary” who,
as her name suggests, was very thin and if she
carried 17 stone on her back we feel sure that
she would break in two. However, she still
keeps going and she’s fast, too. The rest of the
runners were made up of the usual mob Hunters,
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Chasers, Point-to-Pointers, etc. An interesting
point here is that one particular point-to-pointer,
namely, “Winklepicker Willie”, made a habit of
wearing plates on his feet; very odd this, since
he had this mania for soup plates.
Anyhow, the race got off to a good even start,
by English standards; only one jockey was
mounted. All the runners cleared the first fence
safely and they galloped on towards the water
jump. At the water jump six of the runners
stopped for a drink and on the second time round
this obstacle was treated as an open ditch. By
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ing, other aircraft were acquired, and the whole
enterprise grew rapidly.
Bosworth was killed in 1950 when flying a
Dove aircraft on test in this country. It is not
surprising that the brilliant flash of his brief
career caught the novelist’s imagination.
I have not seen the Gulf since 1955 and [really
do not know what changes have taken place
since then on which I could comment in a way
of interest to readers and rather than bore people
I will end here.

he was not allowed to proceed beyond Bahrain
because of mechanical trouble and his papers
were not in order. Freddie soon realised the
potentialities of the Persian Gulf, made Bahrain
his base and acquired an old Anson for £250, it
is said. Maintaining and flying the aircraft
himself, willing to land anywhere and with a
delightful way of ignoring what he regarded as
unnecessary regulations, he soon was thriving.
There was an obvious need for a regular airline.
The Bahrain Government gave financial back-

page

nylon production and, with the assistance of
LC.I. Ltd., for the production of Terylene. Our
association with both these clients has produced
for us some very interesting work. The com
plexity of an aircraft is repeated in some measure
by the services and facilities which we have been
asked to provide for B.E.A. at the Engineering
Base. Recent visits to other Continental airline
operators’ Engineering Bases only confirm our
opinion that B.E.A. can rightly claim to be
Europe’s foremost airline.
The present extensions for the B.N.S. Ltd.
factory in Australia involve the design and con
struction of 700 tons of steelwork and reinforced
concrete piled foundations. In addition to pro
ducing the design of the steelwork, we are respons
ible for doing the fabrication drawings, an item
of work which is normally done by steelwork
sub-contractors in this country but not in
Australia apparently.

7

the time the last fence was being approached
only two runners remained on their feet. Un
fortunately, one of these, namely, “Pints Only”,
lost sight of the fence and jumped the rails; he
skidded on the road and fell into a river. It was
discovered later that Pints Only’s jockey had his
blinkers on upside down. The eventual winner
of the race was “Jungle Juice Johnny” who, by
the time he reached the weighing-room, was well
and truly juiced and ended up eating his jockey’s
riding boots—very tasty this patent leather.
Merry Christmas everyone.

PERSIAN GULF RECOLLECTIONS—continued from

AROUND THE SECTIONS—continued from
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Until recently Peter Heath (who has now left
the firm), Doug. Brown and Don Mattocks were
in our section, working on St. Andrew’s Univer
sity bLit have now joined Ken Innes and moved to
other offices to work up the design, to allow for
our future expansion to meet the demands of the
Liverpool project. We wish them success on this
most interesting project.
We may be rightly described as a truly inter
national section for, with our welcomed visitors,
Rui Pimental from Portugal, Clement Emuchay
from Nigeria, and Peter Clarke from Australia,
not to mention those established members of the
Section, Arthur Pollock from Ireland, and
Charles Hsuing from China, we can offer a wide
variety of interest. To the aforementioned we
must add George Puddephatt and Norman
Beaton, which makes up our section as it stands
at the moment. No doubt others will be joining
P. B. E.
tis in due course.
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Fact or Pontifact
by Pltiinstead
lsewhere in this issue of PONTIFACT a
letter is published from Morris Hopkins,
enquiring after the erstwhile contributor
Banstead. This is, of course, a typical action of
Morris since, as must be fairly widely known, he
himself wrote tinder that thinly disguising cloak
of anonymity; this letter, therefore, is elected
wooden spoon candidate for the week and
Banstead ne’er shall ride again until Sandbach
Woods to Epsom Downs shall come.
Plumstead, however, ignobly offers himself in
His chief
place of the missing chronicler.
qualifications consist of a ball-point pen, long
(Newshound
ears and inveterate curiosity.
crossed with bloodhound?) He cannot hope to
emulate his forerunner, just as his namesake
situated near the marshes of the lower reaches of
the Thames, cannot equal the airy heights of
Banstead, but if he can bring to the light a few
violets that would rather blush unseen he will
consider his day’s work done. The Editors have
mentioned to Plumstead that they intend to
discontinue Staff Notes so that this column, while
violently repudiating all claims to accuracy,
truthfulness or good taste, will strive to record the
comings and goings of personnel as recorded by
Management in so far as the aforesaid personnel
have reported same (is your dossier up to date?).
Plumstead was recently delighted to be invited
to the Albert for a noggin by Brian Yates
to celebrate his engagement to Lorna Kelly.
Brian joined the firm in 1957 and worked in the
Bridge Section until he went on site for the
bridges of the Maidenhead By-pass in 1959;
apparently horrified by what he saw, he did a
year’s course in traffic engineering in Birmingham,
a stretch in Kendal, and then was finally returned
as a frustrated export to the Bridge Section again.
His friends have long regarded him as a pretty
confirmed bachelor, so let us hope that this
represents a crack in the bastion of the firm’s
C.B.s First rumours were that the wedding
would be before next April 5th but the news of
increases in wedding fees next February may

cause a rapid re-think. Amongst Brian’s wellwishers, it was pleasant to see again Brian
Pritchard, who left us nearly a year ago to join
Harry Brompton & Partners.
He appeared in
great form—shoulders slightly sagging under
responsibility, but no apparent regrets.
For some time members of the firm desiring a

few moments’ peace and quiet have found the
Bridge Section office an excellent substitute for
the Constitutional Club.
The calm, restful
atmosphere has, however, now been destroyed by
the irruption of Ken Innes and his St. Andrew’s
Academics. Space there is now so tight that a
mezzanine floor on the light fittings is being
considered. This group has just had to say
goodbye to Peter Heath, who has joined J. G.
Poulson & Co. Peter’s going reduces by one the
car enthuaiasts of the firm and, even more vital,
loses PONTIFACT the services of its consultant
photographer; any offers of help in this direction
will undoubtedly be gladly received.
Other friends we say goodbye to are John
Berry, Michael Heard, Adam Owsianka and
Lloyd Hue, in whom, of course, we lost one of
the firm’s cricket leading lights. Eddy Blore also
left recently for Chicago—news has come back
from him; apparently, in the short time since he
left us, he has designed several bridges! Obviously
American productivity is something to be mar
velled at, or did they feed Eddy into an IBM
7010?
As usual, there are numerous newcomers to
welcome—how is it that more seem to join the
firm than leave it? The General Office receives
Mrs. J. Beaumont, Miss J. C. Hicks and Mrs.
T. Cornford; R. P. Whiting scoops the pool this
time with three—Peter Ferguson, Ted Hart and
Gerry Good; A. D. Rowland and J. D. Godfrey
to B. A. Walker; Peter Clarke, another Digger
to add to our collection, to P. B. Edwards;
Victor Khazen and Steve Brown to K. W. Innes.
Victor is from the Lebanon and has been adding
interest to Miss Lishmund’s correspondence to
the Middle East office by translating it into
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Chasers, Point-to-Pointers, etc. An interesting
point here is that one particular point-to-pointer,
namely, “Winklepicker Willie”, made a habit of
wearing plates on his feet; very odd this, since
he had this mania for soup plates.
Anyhow, the race got off to a good even start,
by English standards; only one jockey was
mounted. All the runners cleared the first fence
safely and they galloped on towards the water
jump. At the water jump six of the runners
stopped for a drink and on the second time round
this obstacle was treated as an open ditch. By
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ing, other aircraft were acquired, and the whole
enterprise grew rapidly.
Bosworth was killed in 1950 when flying a
Dove aircraft on test in this country. It is not
surprising that the brilliant flash of his brief
career caught the novelist’s imagination.
I have not seen the Gulf since 1955 and [really
do not know what changes have taken place
since then on which I could comment in a way
of interest to readers and rather than bore people
I will end here.

he was not allowed to proceed beyond Bahrain
because of mechanical trouble and his papers
were not in order. Freddie soon realised the
potentialities of the Persian Gulf, made Bahrain
his base and acquired an old Anson for £250, it
is said. Maintaining and flying the aircraft
himself, willing to land anywhere and with a
delightful way of ignoring what he regarded as
unnecessary regulations, he soon was thriving.
There was an obvious need for a regular airline.
The Bahrain Government gave financial back-

page

nylon production and, with the assistance of
LC.I. Ltd., for the production of Terylene. Our
association with both these clients has produced
for us some very interesting work. The com
plexity of an aircraft is repeated in some measure
by the services and facilities which we have been
asked to provide for B.E.A. at the Engineering
Base. Recent visits to other Continental airline
operators’ Engineering Bases only confirm our
opinion that B.E.A. can rightly claim to be
Europe’s foremost airline.
The present extensions for the B.N.S. Ltd.
factory in Australia involve the design and con
struction of 700 tons of steelwork and reinforced
concrete piled foundations. In addition to pro
ducing the design of the steelwork, we are respons
ible for doing the fabrication drawings, an item
of work which is normally done by steelwork
sub-contractors in this country but not in
Australia apparently.
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the time the last fence was being approached
only two runners remained on their feet. Un
fortunately, one of these, namely, “Pints Only”,
lost sight of the fence and jumped the rails; he
skidded on the road and fell into a river. It was
discovered later that Pints Only’s jockey had his
blinkers on upside down. The eventual winner
of the race was “Jungle Juice Johnny” who, by
the time he reached the weighing-room, was well
and truly juiced and ended up eating his jockey’s
riding boots—very tasty this patent leather.
Merry Christmas everyone.

PERSIAN GULF RECOLLECTIONS—continued from

AROUND THE SECTIONS—continued from

No.

27.

Until recently Peter Heath (who has now left
the firm), Doug. Brown and Don Mattocks were
in our section, working on St. Andrew’s Univer
sity bLit have now joined Ken Innes and moved to
other offices to work up the design, to allow for
our future expansion to meet the demands of the
Liverpool project. We wish them success on this
most interesting project.
We may be rightly described as a truly inter
national section for, with our welcomed visitors,
Rui Pimental from Portugal, Clement Emuchay
from Nigeria, and Peter Clarke from Australia,
not to mention those established members of the
Section, Arthur Pollock from Ireland, and
Charles Hsuing from China, we can offer a wide
variety of interest. To the aforementioned we
must add George Puddephatt and Norman
Beaton, which makes up our section as it stands
at the moment. No doubt others will be joining
P. B. E.
tis in due course.
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Fact or Pontifact
by Pltiinstead
lsewhere in this issue of PONTIFACT a
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enquiring after the erstwhile contributor
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Banstead ne’er shall ride again until Sandbach
Woods to Epsom Downs shall come.
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His chief
place of the missing chronicler.
qualifications consist of a ball-point pen, long
(Newshound
ears and inveterate curiosity.
crossed with bloodhound?) He cannot hope to
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Management in so far as the aforesaid personnel
have reported same (is your dossier up to date?).
Plumstead was recently delighted to be invited
to the Albert for a noggin by Brian Yates
to celebrate his engagement to Lorna Kelly.
Brian joined the firm in 1957 and worked in the
Bridge Section until he went on site for the
bridges of the Maidenhead By-pass in 1959;
apparently horrified by what he saw, he did a
year’s course in traffic engineering in Birmingham,
a stretch in Kendal, and then was finally returned
as a frustrated export to the Bridge Section again.
His friends have long regarded him as a pretty
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increases in wedding fees next February may
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Berry, Michael Heard, Adam Owsianka and
Lloyd Hue, in whom, of course, we lost one of
the firm’s cricket leading lights. Eddy Blore also
left recently for Chicago—news has come back
from him; apparently, in the short time since he
left us, he has designed several bridges! Obviously
American productivity is something to be mar
velled at, or did they feed Eddy into an IBM
7010?
As usual, there are numerous newcomers to
welcome—how is it that more seem to join the
firm than leave it? The General Office receives
Mrs. J. Beaumont, Miss J. C. Hicks and Mrs.
T. Cornford; R. P. Whiting scoops the pool this
time with three—Peter Ferguson, Ted Hart and
Gerry Good; A. D. Rowland and J. D. Godfrey
to B. A. Walker; Peter Clarke, another Digger
to add to our collection, to P. B. Edwards;
Victor Khazen and Steve Brown to K. W. Innes.
Victor is from the Lebanon and has been adding
interest to Miss Lishmund’s correspondence to
the Middle East office by translating it into
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Arabic—what they do at the other end is an
interesting speculation. P. Newman and P. A.
West join E. T. Fuller; R. W. Roberts to J. E.
Taylor; P. C. Carpenter to W. E. Grainger;
Michael Owen to A. S. McDermott by way of
Glasgow—never mind, Michael, you might have
been routed via British Honduras or Hong Kong.
Don Welch, hailing from Canada, has been
sentenced to a stretch in the Tombs, which have
recently been spruced up—is the soils lab, trying
to project a new image or did they manage to
sneak it through while John Sutton was touring
the Middle East stations?
The comings and goings in the office since the
last issue of PONTIFACT have been prodigious—
Grand Central Station, New York, is quiet by
comparison. At the top level nearly all the
overseas partners have been seen in London,
which is more than can be said for most of our
own most of the time. Jack Parker and Steve
Armitage have managed to get to Abu Dhabi
before the London winter started. Nigeria, on
the other hand, seems to have been staffed by
an engineering variety of lemming who seem to
have suddenly started a mass migration to
London in order to perish in the January freezeups—back here are Peter Clark (R. P. W.),
Derek Bew, studying Shakespeare and Clopton
Bridge for A. S. McD. at Stratford-on-Avon;
Ron Henderson holding the fort in London for
the Jordan office and Tom Fowle. Peter Erridge,
however, sensible fellow, blew in and blew out
again to Jordan to join Ron Hedges and Tom
Baxter who, as the crystal ball in PONTIFACT
No. 6 predicted, did get married to Sue and did
honeymoon through the classical border of the
Mediterranean; they ended up their journey by
taxi from Beirut to Amman, about 120 miles,
at about the same cost as by train on British
Railways. Other exports of a fairly permanent
nature are B. L. Parker to Doha and John
Powter to Khartoum, while transient gadabouts
have been Messrs. Elliott, Ranger and McDermott
to Nigeria (vide Nigerian Newsletter), John
Sutton to Dubai and Jordan, John Measor to
Jordan and Zach Matthews to practically every
where except British Honduras and Hong Kong
(there’s hope yet, Zach). Chickens returning to
roost from various other localities include
Richard Colman from M.I.T., with statutory 5
kilogram thesis, and B. E. Palmer from Cheshire,
both going to Trevor Hancock’s section and
Louis de Waal, who is visiting us on an F.B.I.
scholarship from South Africa, who returns to
F. W. Spencer’s section from Glasgow; Norman
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Beaton has returned from Cheshire (P.B.E.);
Ronnie Lim has departed; whether we yet
welcome back R. A. Evans is a moot point—
you see him in London today and he rings up
from Kendal tomorrow; perhaps a sub-sub-office
at Crewe is the answer.
Through the mists of the last few months a
number of people on leave have flitted briefly—
Bill Lamb from Hong Kong; Stewart Cook from
Doha, home for his daughter’s wedding, and Pat
Vulliamy. Pat, returning directly from Hong
Kong via Japan, Vancouver and the Panama
Canal, fell into the job of R.E. at R.U.17 in its
early stages (since at that time it mainly con
sisted of a 200 ft. deep hole, let’s hope fell is
figurative). He was then drafted to British
Honduras; Pam and family were going to be
forwarded by ship until the logistics department
discovered that the only thing that appears to
enter and leave by that form of transport is the
banana. Anyway, we hope you are all settling
down now. Also reputed on the horizon but
not seen by Plumstead was Sid Drury, also of
Hong Kong.
Back on the subject of marriages and the like,
congratulations to D. C. Carter, married on
October 27th, and Jim Loh, who married Olive
Evennett at Haywards Heath on November 24th,
just in time to catch this issue. Robin Osborn
became engaged to Gillian Woodrow on August
21st (how did this escape PONTIFACT No. 6?),
and Joe Briddock to Muriel Donoven; others
doubtless have achieved the same conditions
but manly reticence is so strong in the office
that the first-born is usually also the first an
nouncement. Usually the office is a fairly pro
lific source of offspring but this time Charles
Seale is the only entry, with Wendy Jane
Elizabeth, arrived on November 15th; what is
lacking in numbers was more than made up
for in the enthusiasm of announcement—every
section Plumstead’s spies visited produced this
as a choice tit-bit for the issue and, anyway,
congratulations, Charles. Plumstead is glad to
see back in the offices several who have been off
sick lately—John Wilkins and David Bance with
tummy troubles (various), Tom Goodger who
now, happily, is able to abandon his Greta Garbo
disguise, while Mr. Meff, though not yet back, is
recovering well.
Being strong on the uptake where loot is
involved, Plurnstead quickly spotted a glint of
gold on Michael Kennedy’s wrist. He was,
however, scooped in this by Partner’s Notes (see
Continued on page 41.
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cm miniature)

Front our Special Correspondent
Tuesday, September 4th
Out of their houses they came, each gently
carrying a parcel, a box, or something wrapped
in tissue paper.
Mind the doors! Steady now!
Along Victoria Street, into No. 47, up the
stairs (better not use the lift) and, Whew! the
4th floor at last.
Tenderly the wrappings were removed; a
furtive glance to see all was well and the dahlias
were brought into view.
It was all Wally’s idea. He gave out a dozen
cuttings of Klanstadt Kerkrade last spring to
ensure that his men didn’t idle away their leisure
hours.
All through the summer the progress reports
were sent in. Fertilizers, sprays, disbuddings and
waterings proceeded furiously.
Helpful advice came from the inner sanctum.
Heads at45 deg., stems 9 in. long, depth of flower
at least two-thirds of its diameter.
By September all was ready and an additional
open class was agreed.
That Tuesday morning Jenky lost all her

empty milk bottles, a fire bucket was missing
from the landing containers of all kinds were
produced.
The flowers were preened with sable hair paint
brushes, and the Black Fly were removed.
At lunch time the effort was over.
The Judge, his score sheet to the fore, examined
the blooms and then pronounced his verdict.
“Not bad for amateurs”.
C/ass No. 1.—9 entries. Klanstadt Kerkrade
small yellow cactus.
1st. Brian Tucker.
2nd and 3rd. Trevor Hancock.
C/ass No. 2—Any other variety.
Brian Tucker—Newby—miniature deco
rative—saffron.
2nd. Peter Craker—decorative—red bi-colour.
1St.

3rd. Derek Verran—Van Jan Critters—
medium porn—old gold.
P.S.—You should have seen how fast those
flowers disappeared in the direction of the
Admin. departments.

Wine Making
Following the article by W. J. Wallace on
home-made wine making which appeared in the
last issue of PONTIFACT, there would appear to
be a number of people interested in this rewarding
pastime and, indeed, several have actually
started their first brew. There would also appear
to be a sprinkling of experienced wine makers
able and willing to give some guidance to the
newly converted.
It is proposed, therefore, either to form a
wine-making circle or to have a short series of
lectures and demonstrations with the object of
putting beginners on the right road. The inten
ton is to meet once a month at 5.30 p.m. for an

hour in either the 2nd floor, 47 Victoria Street,

Conference Room, or one of the Drawing Offices.
Will those interested please inform Mr. Craker
(Mr. Grainger’s section), stating which night of
the week would be the most convenient, with a
second alternative. If the response is sufficient,
the first meeting will be held early in January,
when a display of finished wines will be included
with, possibly, a wine-tasting session.
Bearing in mind the need for cheap and plenti
ful supplies of materials as well as “novelty”
value, which judges rate so highly at shows, does
anybody know of a recipe commencing “Take
30 superseded Location Sheets—”?
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this was caused by a rocket—but was the delivery
from inside or outside the firm?

FACT OR PONTIFACT
continued from page 38.

Post bag
To the Editors of P0NTIFAcT:
Sirs,
In a recent edition of PONTIFACT you had a
photograph of the Maiduguri Office. May I, on
behalf of the Nigerian firm, use your space to
correct some wrong impressions which have been
formed as a result of this photograph.
In the first place I wish it to be clearly under
stood that the pile of bottles in the foreground is
only a small part of the output of the last two
years. Out of the picture, to the right, is a stack
some fifty yards long and ten feet high. The small
number shown is representative, shall we say,
of a normal week-end. Furthermore, lest it be
assumed that our hospitality is purely liquid, I
hasten to assure you that, to the left of the
picture, you will find 3 stacks of ground-nuts,
each estimated to contain nine hundred tons. A
normal year’s turnover involves between six and
nine of such stacks.
In view of the long hours worked by those
members of the firm who are in London, I am
sure that your readers will be pleased to see that
those who work abroad are prepared to sacrifice
much of their leisure time to the maintenance of
an output which is a credit to the firm as a whole.
Yours faithfully,
JOHN J. GANDY
*

*

To tile Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,

Trophies Galore
It was with great interest I read of Mr. F. M.
Bowen’s success in winning a First Prize in the
National Rose Society’s Autumn Show, together
with his other successes at Flower Shows.
I am a member of the National Rose Society
and interested in showing but as yet have not
reached as far as the London Show, only winning
prizes for specimen roses and buttonholes at the

local shows.
If it is not asking too much, I would be pleased
to know the names of the roses which Mr. Bowen
showed and gained him these successes.

Both my husband and I are members of the
National Carnation Society and have won
numerous firsts and seconds and a Bronze Medal
for perpetual carnations, but hope to do better
in the shows next year (with, maybe, Cups).
Yours faithfully,
MRS. M. L. WHISTON
We are pleased to see that London Office does
not have a ,nonopoly of horticultural experts and
would like to congratulate Mrs. Whiston on her
successes. We have approached Mr. Bowen and
he has given us the following list of roses which he
has been showing this summer:—

(‘i.R.S. Autumn Sho iv

Others Co,n,nonli’
Shown This Season
Premier Bal
Brilliant
Golden Melody
Ena Harkness
Josephine Bruce
Gail Borden
Pink Favourite
Stella
Montezuma
Gay Crusader
Chrysler Imperial

Super Star
Karl Herbst

McGredy’s Yellow
Margaret
President Pets
Wendy Cussons
Rose Gaujard

Silver lining
Perfecta

*

for details) but what P.N. hasn’t found out is
that this is a repeat order in very short time so
far as S. & W., K. & P. is concerned, since

Plumstead, while doing some homework on
vintage Banstead, noticed that David Lyon won
a similar award a short time ago. Mr. Boult,
the Rochester Way popshop, will soon be doing
a brisk trade.
Recently, while digesting his lunch time crust,

Plumstead saw in a window in Broadway a set
of interesting and slightly familiar photographs.
Ten minutes’ study finally resulted in the dis
covery of the firm’s name in the bottom righthand corner of one or two of them. Ethicman
ship?
After Guy Fawkes Day a window was found

to be broken in Joe Cassell ‘s section. No doubt

Competitions
Corner
1.

Crossword Composition

The first crossword compilation
competition in PONTIFACT was most

successful and we therefore hope that
we shall again receive a large number
of entries.
The Partners have kindly offered a
LI book token as first prize and a
10/— token for the runner-up.

*

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:

Entries are to reach the Editors
by March 1st, 1963.

Sirs,
Number Six—!vlichaeln,as, I 962.
Congratulations—but what happened to the
gossip? When does Banstead ride again?
Yours faithfully,
W. MORRIS HOPKINS
*

*

2.

Sirs,
Why is it that all the lifts in the Army & Navy
Stores are always together, either at the top or
the bottom, when I am at the bottom or the top?
Yours faithfully,
R. M0ODIE

*

*

Those of you who read Profile No. 2 will be
sorry to learn that Wally snapped a tendon when
leaping over a Westmorland stone wall earlier

this year.

We are glad to report, however, that

he has survived an operation and is now awaiting
the day when the plaster can be removed and
the repaired tendon tested. He is assured by the
surgeon, however, that while he may have to
curb his natural exuberance a little, he should in

time be fit enough for ordinary activities and able
to undertake fell walking.
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Photographic Competition
We have had about sixty entries for

the colour section of the competition
and eight for the Black and White.

This is the largest response that we
have yet had for a competition in

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:

*

*

Department of Dreadful Jokes
“R.U.17?”
“No, much more”.

PONTIFACT

and once again shows the strong following for

this hobby in the firm.
Readers will recall that six of the entries were

featured in the menu at the firm’s party on
December 10th. These slides were selected to
show how well travelled some of the staff are, and

as the competition has not yet been judged, we
do not know whether any of the winning entries
were included amongst those shown in the menu.
It is hoped that we can have the competition
judged in the New Year and that we can hold a

lunch-hour
January.
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this was caused by a rocket—but was the delivery
from inside or outside the firm?

FACT OR PONTIFACT
continued from page 38.

Post bag
To the Editors of P0NTIFAcT:
Sirs,
In a recent edition of PONTIFACT you had a
photograph of the Maiduguri Office. May I, on
behalf of the Nigerian firm, use your space to
correct some wrong impressions which have been
formed as a result of this photograph.
In the first place I wish it to be clearly under
stood that the pile of bottles in the foreground is
only a small part of the output of the last two
years. Out of the picture, to the right, is a stack
some fifty yards long and ten feet high. The small
number shown is representative, shall we say,
of a normal week-end. Furthermore, lest it be
assumed that our hospitality is purely liquid, I
hasten to assure you that, to the left of the
picture, you will find 3 stacks of ground-nuts,
each estimated to contain nine hundred tons. A
normal year’s turnover involves between six and
nine of such stacks.
In view of the long hours worked by those
members of the firm who are in London, I am
sure that your readers will be pleased to see that
those who work abroad are prepared to sacrifice
much of their leisure time to the maintenance of
an output which is a credit to the firm as a whole.
Yours faithfully,
JOHN J. GANDY
*

*

To tile Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,

Trophies Galore
It was with great interest I read of Mr. F. M.
Bowen’s success in winning a First Prize in the
National Rose Society’s Autumn Show, together
with his other successes at Flower Shows.
I am a member of the National Rose Society
and interested in showing but as yet have not
reached as far as the London Show, only winning
prizes for specimen roses and buttonholes at the

local shows.
If it is not asking too much, I would be pleased
to know the names of the roses which Mr. Bowen
showed and gained him these successes.

Both my husband and I are members of the
National Carnation Society and have won
numerous firsts and seconds and a Bronze Medal
for perpetual carnations, but hope to do better
in the shows next year (with, maybe, Cups).
Yours faithfully,
MRS. M. L. WHISTON
We are pleased to see that London Office does
not have a ,nonopoly of horticultural experts and
would like to congratulate Mrs. Whiston on her
successes. We have approached Mr. Bowen and
he has given us the following list of roses which he
has been showing this summer:—

(‘i.R.S. Autumn Sho iv

Others Co,n,nonli’
Shown This Season
Premier Bal
Brilliant
Golden Melody
Ena Harkness
Josephine Bruce
Gail Borden
Pink Favourite
Stella
Montezuma
Gay Crusader
Chrysler Imperial

Super Star
Karl Herbst

McGredy’s Yellow
Margaret
President Pets
Wendy Cussons
Rose Gaujard

Silver lining
Perfecta

*

for details) but what P.N. hasn’t found out is
that this is a repeat order in very short time so
far as S. & W., K. & P. is concerned, since
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a similar award a short time ago. Mr. Boult,
the Rochester Way popshop, will soon be doing
a brisk trade.
Recently, while digesting his lunch time crust,

Plumstead saw in a window in Broadway a set
of interesting and slightly familiar photographs.
Ten minutes’ study finally resulted in the dis
covery of the firm’s name in the bottom righthand corner of one or two of them. Ethicman
ship?
After Guy Fawkes Day a window was found

to be broken in Joe Cassell ‘s section. No doubt
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The first crossword compilation
competition in PONTIFACT was most

successful and we therefore hope that
we shall again receive a large number
of entries.
The Partners have kindly offered a
LI book token as first prize and a
10/— token for the runner-up.
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Entries are to reach the Editors
by March 1st, 1963.

Sirs,
Number Six—!vlichaeln,as, I 962.
Congratulations—but what happened to the
gossip? When does Banstead ride again?
Yours faithfully,
W. MORRIS HOPKINS
*
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2.

Sirs,
Why is it that all the lifts in the Army & Navy
Stores are always together, either at the top or
the bottom, when I am at the bottom or the top?
Yours faithfully,
R. M0ODIE

*

*

Those of you who read Profile No. 2 will be
sorry to learn that Wally snapped a tendon when
leaping over a Westmorland stone wall earlier

this year.

We are glad to report, however, that

he has survived an operation and is now awaiting
the day when the plaster can be removed and
the repaired tendon tested. He is assured by the
surgeon, however, that while he may have to
curb his natural exuberance a little, he should in

time be fit enough for ordinary activities and able
to undertake fell walking.
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Photographic Competition
We have had about sixty entries for

the colour section of the competition
and eight for the Black and White.

This is the largest response that we
have yet had for a competition in

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:

*

*

Department of Dreadful Jokes
“R.U.17?”
“No, much more”.

PONTIFACT

and once again shows the strong following for

this hobby in the firm.
Readers will recall that six of the entries were

featured in the menu at the firm’s party on
December 10th. These slides were selected to
show how well travelled some of the staff are, and

as the competition has not yet been judged, we
do not know whether any of the winning entries
were included amongst those shown in the menu.
It is hoped that we can have the competition
judged in the New Year and that we can hold a

lunch-hour
January.
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Club Notes
Stamp

were Jack Parker and John Berry, of Mr.

Club

The Stamp Club, which has enjoyed a long rest,
is expected to hold a meeting in January, when
it is hoped a small committee will be formed to
run proceedings. All those interested who have
not yet given their names to Mr. Wood (Exten
sion 71 on the Inter-Com.) are invited to do so
R.H.W.
as .oon as possible.

Whiting’s section. The winners of the inter
section league, also by default in the play-off,
were Doug. Brown and Arthur Pollock, of Mr.
Edward’s section.
Arising from the temporary loss of some of
our staunch playing members, we look forward
to welcoming new members of the staff on the
courts early next season.
A.T.P.

Lawn Tennis

Squash

The apparent momentum with which the
season started this year did not qLlite carry us
through to the Autumn.
The Inter-Office Competition reached a deci
sive stage but, due to the unanticipated departure
from our midst of key parties in each event, the
satisfactory conclusion of each competition was
baulked.
However, in the absence of these persons, the
ultimate winner of the Men’s Doubles knockout
competition, by reason of a walkover in the final,

This season ten matches have been arranged
with outside firms and the team’s prospects are
good. The team will probably be the strongest
one since the firm started playing in 1955, as a
number of recent additions to the firm are
experienced players.
Our opponents include the following firms—
Binnie & Partners, Sir Alexander Gibb &
Partners, Rendel Palmer & Tritton, D. Balfour
& Sons, Shell Estates, Sir Robert McAlpine &
Sons.
B. R. McK.

A’

Editors’ postscript
The Partners entertained some 300 guests at
their annual Staff Party at the Trocadero on
December 10th and it proved to be an unqualified
success as, indeed, have all previous occasions
of this nature.
The party went with a swing right from the
start, helped along, as usual, by the Toastmaster,
Mr. Bernard Sullivan, who has the happy knack
of blending unchallengeable authority with good
humour and benevolent efficiency. The musi
cians, directed by Eddie Strevens, provided a
polished performance in their triple role of string
band, dance band and Scottish band.
Dancing was preceded by a most excellent and
well-served dinner—wasn’t the sweet fabulous!
Table decorations were presented to the wives of
the married Partners (we must do something
about Mr. Sang next time!) and unexpected
additions to this sort of thing took the form of a
Editorial Board:

R. H. Wood

K.

w.

lnnes

button-hole and bouquet to Mr. and Mrs.
Hawkey who, someone had found out, were
celebrating their twenty-fourth wedding anni
versary on the very same day.
A nostalgic feature of the occasion was that
it will be the last time such a party can be held
at the “Troc” as the banqueting department will
be no more next December, due to the encroach
ment of the Piccadilly redevelopment scheme
(did someone say something?). A chapter in the
social life of the firm thus comes to an end,
having, so far as the “Troc” is concerned, started
there as long ago as 1956.
All members of the staff will surely join the
Editors in expressing their grateful thanks to the
Partners for such a magnificent evening. A
thought must also be spared for Geoffrey
Williams and Ann Gifford, who were responsible
for the details of the organisation.

Mary Willett

D. Maltby

J. 0. Measor

—t

R. Colman

.,
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